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Summary

In the present thesis, mathematical models are presented which describe the

interaction between parasites and their hosts. With the aid of these models I

investigate the evolutionary dynamics of host-parasite systems with special regard
to the virulence of the parasite. The ideas developed in the general context are

applied to the dynamics of the human immuno-deficiency virus within an infected

host.

In the first chapter, I give a brief historical outline of the fields of research

relevant for this thesis, and introduce the main methods I use.

The second chapter deals with the evolution of parasite virulence in a host pop¬

ulation which consists of different host types. I specify under which conditions the

heterogeneity of the host population affects the evolution of the parasite virulence.

In chapter 4, the ideas presented in chapter 2 are adapted to the dynamics of

HIV infection. HIV has a wide range of target cells which it is able to infect, and

uses the coreceptors CCR5 and CXCR4 to enter its target cells. I investigate how

antiretroviral agents may influence the preference of the virus population to use a

certain coreceptor.

In chapter 3, I deal with experimental findings according to which key epi¬

demiological parameters, such as infection rate, parasite virulence and parasite

reproduction, depend on the parasite dose which confronts the host. I investigate
the impact of these dose-dependences on the interaction between the parasite and

its host.

In chapter 5,1 present a statistical model which formalizes the relation between

parasite load and host survival. The model is fitted to data of twelve SIV-infected

rhesus macaques. The main result of this study is that the total viral turnover

is not the best correlate with survival, which poses interesting questions regarding
HIV pathogenesis.
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Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Dissertation stelle ich mathematische Modelle vor, die

die Wechselwirkung zwischen Parasiten und deren Wirten beschreiben. Mit der

Hilfe dieser Modelle untersuche ich die evolutionäre Dynamik von Wirts-Parasiten-

Systemen im Hinblick auf die Virulenz des Parasiten. Die im allgemeinen Kontext

entwickelten Modelle, wende ich auf die Dynamik des Human-Immundefizienz-Virus

innerhalb eines Patienten an.

Im ersten Kapitel gebe ich einen kurzen, historischen Abriss über die

Forschungsgebiete, die für meine Arbeit von Bedeutung sind, und führe die wich-

stigsten Methoden ein, die ich anwende.

Das zweite Kapitel behandelt die Evolution der Virulenz eines Parasiten in

einer Wirtspopulation, die aus mehreren verschiedenen Wirtstypen besteht. Ich

gebe die Bedingungen an, unter denen die Heterogeneität der Wirtspopulation die

Virulenz des Parasiten beeinflusst.

Im vierten Kapitel übertrage ich die Ideen des zweiten Kapitels auf die Dy¬
namik der HIV-Infektion. Das HIV hat ein weites Spektrum von Wirtszellen,
die es infizieren kann, und benützt die Korezeptoren CCR5 und CXCR4, um in

seine Wirtszellen zu gelangen. In diesem Kapitel, untersuche ich, wie antiretrovi¬

rale Wirkstoffe die Präferenz der Viruspopulation für einen bestimmten Korezeptor
beeinflussen könnten.

Im dritten Kapitel, befasse ich mich mit experimentellen Befunden, die zeigen,
dass wichtige, epidemiologische Parameter, wie die Infektionsrate, die Virulenz des

Parasiten und seine Reproduktionsrate innerhalb des Wirtes, von der Parasitendosis

abhängen, mit der der Wirt konfrontiert wird. Ich untersuche in diesem Kapitel
den Einfiuss dieser Dosisabhängigkeiten auf die Wechselwirkung zwischen einem

Parasiten und dessen Wirt.

Im fünften Kapitel, stelle ich ein statistisches Modell vor, das die Beziehung
zwischen der Konzentration eines Parasiten innerhalb seines Wirtes und der

Überlebenswahrscheinlichkeit des Wirtes formalisiert. Das Modell wird an die

Verläufe der Viruskonzentration in zwölf SlV-infizierten Rhesus Makaken gefittet.
Das Hauptergebnis dieser Untersuchung ist, dass der Gesamtumsatz des Virus nicht

das beste Korrelat der Überlebenswahrscheinlichkeit ist. Dies wirft interessante Fra¬

gen bezüglich der Mechanismen der HIV-Pathogenese auf.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Historical Background

Theoretical evolutionary ecology of host-parasite interactions combines three com¬

plex fields of research: mathematical epidemiology, theoretical ecology and neo-

Darwinian theory.

Except for a noteworthy singular study of the Swiss mathematician Daniel

Bernoulli in 1760 on the effectiveness of cow pox inoculation against small pox,

mathematical theories of epidemics emerged after the rise of bacteriological science

in the second half of the nineteenth century due to the research of Louis Pasteur

(1822-1895) and Robert Koch (1843-1910). Initial studies in mathematical epidemi¬

ology by Farr (1840) aimed to provide a method to predict the spread of infectious

diseases, which was based on the extrapolation of curves fitted to the temporal

progression of disease incidences. The curves that were used to fit the incidences

were solely empirically derived, and were not based on any mechanistic principles

underlying the transmission of the disease. In the first decades of the twentieth

century many deterministic models of epidemics were proposed which expicitely
assumed specific mechanisms of disease transmission. Milestones of these develop¬

ments were the the mass-action principle proposed by Hamer (1906) (on which we

elaborate in chapter 3) and the studies of Kermack and McKendrick (1927-1939).
In the 1930s stochastic models entered the stage of mathematical epidemiology.
These novel approaches helped to overcome some of the problems of deterministic

models, as for example the explanation of oscillations in disease incidence displayed

by many epidemics, and therefore soon displaced deterministic approaches. Since

then, a large part of the research efforts in mathematical epidemiology has been

devoted to provide methods to solve statistical models which are considerably more

difficult to handle than deterministic approaches. Other lines of research deal with

spatial aspects of epidemics. For an excellent review of the history of mathematical

epidemiology see Bailey (1975) .

Theoretical ecology is a fairly young science which was pioneered by Lotka in

the United States and Volterra in Italy around the 1920's. In its beginnings, the¬

oretical ecology focused on the problem of the variations and fluctuations in the

13
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numbers of individuals of a species. In the famous Lotka-Volterra equations this

problem is approached by considering the interaction of a species with other species
and its environment (Lotka 1920; Volterra 1931). The outlook of theoretical ecology
was much more general than that of mathematical epidemiology. The aim was to

formalize the competition between species which is a key element in the Darwinian

theory of evolution (Darwin 1859). Consequently, theoretical ecology had no links

to mathematical epidemiology except for Lotka who had a strong interest in malaria

epidemics. The interaction of infectious agents with their hosts was of interest only

as a particular form of species interaction. The mathematician Kostitzin developed

a general theoretical framework, in which parasitism represented a special case of

the more general case of symbiosis (Kostitzin 1934). For a review of "The Golden

Age of Theoretical Ecology" between 1923-1940 see Scudo & Ziegler (1978). In

the following decades these simple models were extended in many regards, as for

example by life-history aspects of the interacting species, by spatial aspects of the

interspecies dynamics, and by considerations of the community structure of ecosys¬

tems. Unfortunately, an appropriate review of these advances is well beyond the

scope of this introduction.

The last ingredient of the present thesis is neo-Darwinian theory, which com¬

bines the advances in genetics, pioneered by Mendel (1866), with Darwinian theory
of evolution by natural selection (Darwin 1859). The mathematical integration of

genetics and Darwinian theory of evolution was primarily accomplished by Fisher,
Haldane and Wright and resulted in the new field of population genetics (Fisher
1930; Haldane 1932). Roughly, population genetics investigates how allele frequen¬
cies change as a result of differences in fitness of the carrier of this allele. Owing
to the increasing knowledge in genetics, population genetics has become a large

field, the description of which could fill a book (Hartl & Clark 1997). Conceptu¬

ally, neo-Darwinian theory and ecology merge in a discipline which is referred to as

Evolutionary Ecology which tries to understand why the interaction between species
could have evolved. Parasitism has entered population genetics fairly recently as a

potential evolutionary driving force for genetic diversification and sexual reproduc¬
tion (Hamilton et al. 1990).

1.2 Methods

In the largest part of this thesis I use deterministic models based on ordinary dif¬

ferential equations to investigate specific aspects of host-parasite systems. The

models are used to derive a qualitative understanding of the problem in question,
and should be considered as sophisticated causal statements rather than one-to-

one descriptions of a particular host-parasite system. Such models are sometimes

referred to as strategic models (Holling 1966; Levins 1968; Bulmer 1994; Yodzis

1989).

The first step in the analysis of our models is the calculation of equilibrium
solutions and the study of their stability. These analytical considerations are com¬

plemented by numerical simulations. This first step gives us an understanding of

the ecological aspects of our models. In a second step, we investigate the adap-
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tive dynamics, i. e. the evolutionary aspects of our models. There are several

techniques available for this purpose. In simple systems, fitness functions for the

parasite can be derived, the maximization of which allows to determine the evolu¬

tionary endpoint of the dynamics. An example for such a fitness function is the basic

reproductive rate (Dietz 1975; Anderson & May 1981), a very important concept

in mathematical epidemiology, which is introduced in chapter 2. In more complex

systems, a fitness function may not exist and one may have to go back to an analysis
of the competition between different parasite strains. An example of a competition

analysis can be found in chapter 4. Conceptually we owe a great deal to the Adap¬
tive Dynamics Framework (reviewed in Metz et al. (1992) and Dieckmann (1997))
even though we have not adopted the formalism of this framework in the present

thesis.

1.3 Thesis outline

In the present thesis I develop mathematical models with which I investigate host-

parasite systems. The main underlying question of my work is what determines the

virulence of a parasite, i. e. what determines how much harm a parasite causes

in its hosts. I attempt to answer this question in evolutionary terms. The thesis

is divided into two parts, the first of which deals with host-parasite interactions in

general (Chapter 2 and 3) and the second of which investigates different aspects of

HIV virulence (Chapter 4 and 5).

There are many factors that were found to contribute to the observed levels of

parasite virulence, such as relations between virulence and other fitness traits of the

parasite, competition between parasites within hosts, and the mode of transmission

of the parasite (reviewed, for example, by Ewald (1994)). In chapter 2,1 consider the

influence of host heterogeneity on the evolution of parasite virulence. The general
idea is that, if the virulences which a parasite attains in different host types trade off

against each other, host heterogeneity could reduce the virulence in a particular host

(Ebert 1998). I formalized this idea with a mathematical model which describes the

interaction between a parasite population and two different host types. The main

conclusion of this chapter is that the influence of host heterogeneity on parasite
virulence crucially depends on the form of the virulence trade-off. (The material of

this chapter was published recently (Regoes et al 2000).)

In Chapter 3,1 deal with experimental findings according to which key epidemi¬

ological processes, such as infection, host survival, and within-host reproduction of

a parasite, depend on the parasite dose which confronts the host. I incorporate
this dose-dependence into a simple epidemiological model describing microparasitic
infections (Anderson & May 1981). I find that parasite invasion into a system with

dose-dependent infection rate is more difficult than in the simple model without

dose-dependence. Moreover, I show that dose-dependent virulence andparasitere¬productionactinfavouroftheparasitepopulation.Althoughinthischapter,Ionlymarginallyconsidertheevolutionofvirulence,itshouldbeseenasastudywhichproposesamoregeneralviewonparasitevirulencewhichcomprisesnotmerelyparasite-inducedhostmortality,butalsootheraspectsoftheinteractionbetween
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the parasite and its host, such as the infection and within-host reproduction. (The
material of this chapter was submitted recently (Regoes et al. 2001a).)

In the second part of the thesis, I investigate two aspects of HIV virulence: the

tropism of virus, i. e. the preference of HIV for a certain target cell type, and the

virus load in an infected patient.

HIV has a wide range of target cells which it is able to infect. To enter its

target cells the virus uses predominantly the chemokine receptor CCR5 and CXCR4

as coreceptors. These coreceptors are differentially expressed on different target
cell types. In chapter 4, I study the change in the coreceptor usage of the viral

population as a consequence of antiretroviral treatment. The coreceptor usage of

HIV is particularly relevant for the virulence of the virus since the emergence of

CXCR4-using variants correlates with accelerated progression towards disease and

death. (The material of this chapter was submitted recently (Regoes & Bonhoeffer

2001).)

In Chapter 5, I investigate the relation between the virus load within an HIV-

infected patient and his survival with the aid of a statistical model. In particular,
I aim to determine the contribution of viral peaks to HIV disease progression. The

model is fitted to virus load measurements of twelve SIV-infected rhesus macaques.

The main result of this chapter is that viral peaks contribute less to disease pro¬

gression than previously thought, which poses interesting questions concerning the

mechanism of HIV pathogenesis. This chapter could also be seen as a first step

towards a prediction concerning the evolution of HIV virulence. The next step
into this direction would be the establishment functional relationship between virus

load and viral transmission. (The material of this chapter was submitted recently

(Regoes et al. 2001b).)



Chapter 2

Evolution of virulence in a

heterogeneous host population

Summary

There is a large body of theoretical studies which investigate factors that affect

the evolution of virulence, i.e., parasite-induced host mortality. In these studies

the host population is assumed to be genetically homogeneous. However, many

parasites have a broad range of host types they infect, and trade-offs between the

parasite virulence in different host types may exist. The aim of this paper is to

study the effect of host heterogeneity on the evolution of parasite virulence. Ana¬

lyzing a simple model that describes the replication of different parasite strains in a

population of two different host types, we determine the optimal level of virulence

in both host types and find the conditions under which strains that specialize in one

host type dominate the parasite population. Furthermore, we show that intra-host

evolution of the parasite during an infection may lead to stable polymorphisms and

could introduce evolutionary branching in the parasite population.

17
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EVOLUTION OF VIRULENCE 19

2.1 Introduction

The relationship between a parasite and its host is a story of benefits and harms.

The parasite benefits from the host by living in and on it and by using host resources

to reproduce. The parasite's benefit gives rise to the host's harm: The life-span
of the host is usually shortened by infection, and important fitness traits of the

host, such as fecundity, are often negatively affected by the parasite (Ewald 1994).

However, by reducing the life-span or the fitness of its host, the parasite may inflict

harm upon itself. The question emerges: What evolutionary forces determine the

level of harm inflicted on the host? In this paper, we focus on the evolution of

parasite virulence, here defined as parasite-induced host mortality.

If virulence were an independent trait, natural selection should favor parasites
with low virulence. A parasite that does not kill its host has more time to exploit

it and to be transmitted, thus increasing its own fitness. Therefore, in the long run

the parasite should evolve to be avirulent. Nevertheless, there are many examples of

intermediately or highly virulent host-parasite systems with a long coevolutionary

history (Fenner & Ratcliffe 1965; Herre 1993). To account for virulent host-parasite

interactions, trade-offs between virulence and other parasite traits such as infectiv-

ity. transmissibility, or reproduction rate were postulated (Anderson & May 1979;

May & Anderson 1979; Anderson k May 1981; Levin & Pimentel 1981; Anderson

& May 1982; Bremermann & Pickering 1983; Ewald 1983; May & Anderson 1983;

Knolle 1989; May & Anderson 1990; Anderson & May 1991; Frank 1992; Antia

et al. 1994). Furthermore, it was argued that in systems in which the parasite can

super- or co-infect hosts, or in which the parasites frequently generate new mutant

strains within a host, a parasite strain with high virulence may have a competitive

advantage over less virulent strains within the host (Hamilton 1972; Bremermann

& Pickering 1983; Knolle 1989; Sasaki & Iwasa 1991). In models which take into

consideration this competition between different mutants within a single host in

addition to the competition for transmission between hosts, one finds the persis¬
tence of parasite mutants that are highly virulent and in some cases too virulent

to survive on their own (Bonhoeffer & Nowak 1994; Nowak & May 1994; May &

Nowak 1995; van Baalen &: Sabelis 1995).

The genetic or phenotypic composition of the host population also influences

the dynamics of a host-parasite system (Jaenike 1978; Hamilton 1980; Lively 1987;

Lipsitch et al. 1995; Ebert & Hamilton 1996; Jaenike 1996). Many theoretical

studies investigate the interaction of parasites with a heterogeneous host popula¬

tion, concentrating mainly on the stability of such systems (Cramer & May 1972;

Murdoch & Oaten 1975; Roughgarden & Feldman 1975;
Comins&Hassel1976;Fujii1977;Hassel1979;Dobson1990;Jonesetal.1994).Frankanalyzedthecoevolutionofpolymorphichost-pathogensystemsusingmodelsinwhichparasitevirulenceandhostresistancearecloselylinked(Frank1991;Frank1994).Inthepresentpaper,wcfocusontheevolutionofparasitevirulenceinagenet¬icallyheterogeneoushostpopulation.Weinvestigateamodelthatdescribesmanyparasitestrainsinapopulationoftwodifferenthosts.Theparasitestrainsdifferwithregardtotheirreproductionrateandtheirvirulencesinthetwohosts,andwe
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assume trade-offs between the parasite virulences. To our knowledge, there are no

studies investigating the evolution of virulence in a genetically heterogeneous host

population as a consequence of such trade-offs.

In the following two sections, we introduce our model and give equilibrium
solutions. Then we address two main questions:

• "What determines whether generalist or specialist strains evolve?"

• "How does host heterogeneity influence the evolution of parasite virulence?"

In the last part of the paper, we extend our model to include within-host evolution

of the parasite. There are many studies reporting changes in parasite virulence

as a consequence of within-host evolution during an infection (Bull 1994; Ewald

1994; Ebert & Hamilton 1996; Lipsitch & Moxon 1997; Ebert 1998; Ebert 1999).
We incorporate these findings, to study their effect on the evolution of parasite
virulence in a heterogeneous population. In simulations of the model, we find

stable polymorphisms in the parasite population, some of which could introduce

evolutionary branching of the parasite population.

2.2 Model

At first we consider a model where two types of hosts can be infected by n parasite
strains. The densities of uninfected hosts of type 1 and type 2 are denoted by X\

and x2. The densities of
hostsinfectedbyparasitestrain%aredenotedbyy\%andy2l.respectively.Thedensitiesoffreeparasitesaredescribedbythevariablev%.Uninfectedhostsareproducedatconstantrates,AiandA2,anddieatratesdx\ordx2.(Intheabsenceofparasites,theequilibriumratioofthetwohosttypesisgivenbyA1/A2.)Byinfectiontheyturnintoinfectedhosts,y^andy2uattherates,ßx\v%andßx2vl,respectively.Forsimplicityweassumeequalinfectionratesß.Wediscusstheimplicationsofthisassumptionfurtherbelow.Thedeathratesofinfectedhostsoftype1andtype2aregivenby{a\l-\-d)yiland(a2l+d)y2l,respectively.Heretheparameters,a\xanda2l,representthevirulences,i.e.,thecontributionofparasitestrainitothemortalityintherespectivehosttype.Furthermore,weassumethathosts,yuandy2l,whichareinfectedbystraini,releaseparasitesofstrainiatratescijyuandc2ly2l,andthatfreeparasitesdieatarateuvl.Theseassumptionsleadtothefollowingsetofdifferentialequations:X\—Ai—dx\—ßxiv(2.1)x2-A2-dx2-ßx2v(2.2)2/1,=ßx±vz-(au+d)yll(2.3)y2l-ßx2v%-(a2z+d)y2l(2.4)Vi=cuyu+c2ly2l-uvl(2.5)Herev=J2=ivtdenotesthetotalpopulationsizeoffreeparasites.Figure2.1presentsourmodel

diagrammatically.
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birth birth

natural death natural death

natural &

parasite-
induced -^
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natural &

parasite-
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death

death

Figure 2.1: Diagrammatic representation of the model m Equations 2.1-2.5. The

arrows correspond to processes, which we incorporated into the model. Multiple

layers of circles for parasites and infected hosts indicate that there are many parasite

strains that can infect the hosts, giving rise to different classes of infected hosts. The

parasite-induced death rate, i.e., the virulence, is put in boldface, since it is the focus

of the present study.

There is good experimental evidence for a positive correlation between the

reproduction rate and virulence for many parasites (Muskett et al. 1985; Bull et al.

1991; Bull & Molineux 1992; Ni k Kemp 1992; Ebert & Mangin 1997). Hence,

we assume for the following, that the reproduction rate of parasites is proportional
to their virulences, i.e

, cu = p x au and c2î = p x a2î; where p is a constant of

proportionality.

Another assumption, which is important to our model is, a trade-off between

the virulences au and a2î, which the parasite attains in the different hosts. The

higher the virulence of a particular parasite strain is in one host type, the lower it

be in the other host As trade-offs we could, for example, assume a\% + a^ = const

or aijO^i = const. As will be shown below, the particular form of these trade-offs

plays an important role in the evolution of virulence.

This model is designed to study parasite evolution in a genetically heteroge¬
neous host population. We restrict our analysis to two host types only and in¬

tentionally exclude the possibility that new host types can invade. In the above
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model the host types can change in abundance, but none of them can ever become

extinct. Furthermore, the model disregards parasite competition within the host as

a consequence of super- or co-infection, or parasite mutation during the infection

of a host. Here we first study the effect of host heterogeneity on parasite virulence

in isolation. Later we add further layers of complexity.

2.3 Solutions

At equilibrium the following condition must hold for all parasite strains:

«;&(0 = 0 (2.6)

Here v* denotes the equilibrium abundance of parasite strain i, and v* denotes the

total equilibrium abundance of parasites, v* = J2i v*- The function gt(v*) represents

the growth rate of strain i at equilibrium and is given by:

gi(v*) = u(Rtd/(d + ßv*)-l), (2.7)

where

AlCu A2C2Î
7? -

ß

ud (au + d) (a2l + d)
(2.8)

Equation 2.6 excludes the possibility that two or more parasite strains coexist.

At equilibrium either the abundance of a parasite strain, v*, or its growth rate,

gz(v*), equals zero. In the generic case the growth rate cannot be zero for more

than one parasite strain. Thus at equilibrium only one
strainwillsurvive;allotherstrainswillbecomeextinct.TheoutcomeofcompetitionissolelydeterminedbyRzandthewinningstrainistheonewithmaximalRt.Forfuturepurposeswelabelthisstrainwiththeindexk.Rthasaclearintuitiveinterpretation.ItcanberewrittenasR%=R^ostl+Rhost2hRhosti=A^ci,andRhost2=a2/3c2representthebasicrepro-*'«d(an+d)u*d(a2,+d)u^^ductiveratesofparasitestrainiinhost1andhost2,respectively.Thenotionofthebasicreproductiveratestemsfromepidemiology(Anderson&May1991)anddenotesthenumberofsecondaryparasiteswhichariseafteroneparasitehasbeenplacedintoanenvironmentconsistingexclusivelyofsusceptiblehosts.Anintuitionforthebasicreproductiverateinhost1,R^ostl,canbeobtainedbynotingthatXi/distheequilibriumdensityofuninfected,susceptiblehostsintheabsenceofpara¬sitesandßistheprobabilitythataparasiteinfectsasusceptiblehostonencounter.l/(°ii+d)istheaveragelife-spanofahostoftype1infectedbystraini.Duringtheirlifetime,infectedhostswillreleaseatotalofcu/fau+d)parasites.Theseinturnhaveanaveragelife-spanof1/u.ThusR^ost1isthenumberofsecondaryparasiteofstrainiarisingfromasingleparasiteinhostpopulation1.R^ost2canbeinterpretedanalogously.R%issimplythesumofthenumbersofsecondaryinfectedhostsoftype1and2.Therefore,wewillrefertoRzasthebasicreproductiverateofparasitestrainiintheheterogeneoushostpopulationconsistingofhost1and2.
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It is interesting that only one parasite can persist at equilibrium, although
there are two different host types. Even if we relax the assumption, that every

parasite strain infects the hosts at the same rate ß, and take infection rates which

are randomly distributed around some average value (that may differ for the two

host types), we do not observe coexistence of parasite strains in our simulations.

Hence, the fact that only one parasite strain persists, is not a consequence of our

assumption of a uniform infection rate ß. We only found two strains coexisting,
when we assumed a positive correlation between the infection rate of a parasite

strain and its virulence. An intuitive explanation for these findings is that, when

infection rates are independent of the virulence, the resident parasite strain reduces

the abundance of both host types by equal amounts. Even those hosts are infected,
in which the resident parasite strain does not perform very well, i.e., in which its

virulence and therefore also its reproductive capacity is low. Thus, the resident

parasite reduces the resource for a potential invader. On the other hand, if we

assume a positive correlation between the infection rate ß and the virulence of a

parasite strain, the resident parasite strain reduces mainly the abundance of the

hosts, in which it performs well. In this case, there may be enough other hosts

left which can serve as resources for the invasion of another parasite strain, which

performs well in these other hosts.

2.4 Specialism or generalism?

A key assumption in our model is, that the parasite virulences in the two host

types are traded off against each other. A parasite replicating in a heterogeneous
host population, consisting of these two host types, may evolve to specialize for

one of the two host types at the cost of losing its specialization for the other type.

Therefore, the next question that we investigate is whether the fittest strain attains

intermediate levels of virulence in both hosts or is very virulent in one host but

harmless in the other. We call the former generalist strains and the latter special¬
ist strains. What determines whether the parasite evolves specialist or generalist

strategies? (Note, that this notion of specialism relates to the virulence of a strain,

which corresponds to its reproductive capacity and thus to the performance of the

parasite in a certain host. In many studies of specialization, however, the notion of

specialism relates to the preference of a parasite strain for a particular host, which

in our model would be measured by the infectivity parameter ß.)

We approach this problem graphically by plotting the isoclines of the basic

reproductive rate as a function of oi and a2 and the trade-off between a\ and

a2. The maximum of the basic reproductive rate on the trade-off line yields the

virulences of the surviving strain in both hosts.
Figure2.2showsexamplesfordynamicsthatselectforspecialistorgeneraliststrainsdependingonthetrade-offbetweenthevirulencesoianda2.Wefindthataspecialiststrainevolvesifthetrade-offlineismoreconvexthantheisoclinesofthebasicreproductiverate.Fortrade-offsthatarelessconvexthantheisoclinesofthebasicreproductiverate,weobserveevolutiontowardgeneralism.Theshapeofthetrade-offlinecontainsinformationabouthowsimilarthehostsappeartothe
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Figure 2.2: Evolutionary end-points of the dynamics (marked with big dots) for

different trade-offs between the virulences a\ anda2 (thick lines). Here we assumed a

linear relation between the parasite 's reproduction rate and its virulence, C\x — p an

and C2i = p Ü2i- For a linear trade-off a generalist strain (strain 5) evolves (left

graph), for a hyperbolic trade-off a specialist strain (strain 1) wins the game (right
graph). (As parameters we chose Ai = 2.9, A2 = 3.1, d = 0.01, ß = 0.0005, u = 0.1

and p.)

parasite. The hyperbolic trade-off suggests that the parasite loses its specialization
to one host before it can specialize to the other. In the case of a linear trade-off, the

switch from one host to the other is smoother. The convexity of the trade-off line

apparently corresponds to the cost which the parasite has to pay for a host switch.

Thus our model predicts the evolution of specialist strains if the switch from one

host to the other is connected with a high cost for the parasite.

An analytical solution can be obtained by determining the extrema of the basic

reproductive rate, R, under the boundary conditions given as the trade-offs (see
Appendix A). We also investigated a model in which we assume that the parasites

reproduce at constant rates, i.e., en = c2i = c. Since this case does not seem to be

as relevant as the present one, we have deferred its discussion to Appendix B. A

comment on the relation between our our approach to the specialism-generalism-

problem and Levins' "Theory of fitness in a heterogeneous environment" (Levins
1962; Levins 1963) can be found in Appendix C.

2.5 Heterogeneity and virulence

In this section, we investigate how natural selection will affect parasite virulence,

and under which circumstances, host heterogeneity influences virulence evolution.

Since we have assumed that the reproduction rate of the parasite is propor-
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tional to its virulence, the basic reproductive rates, R^ostl and R^ost2, are increasing
functions of parasite virulence. Thus our model predicts an escalation of parasite
virulence in a homogeneous host population — in concordance with the observation,

which has emerged from serial passage experiments (Ebert 1998; Ebert 1999).

If there is no trade-off between the virulences, which the parasite attains in

the different host types, then also in a heterogeneous environment, the virulences

would increase without bounds. As we have seen already, in the presence of trade¬

offs, host heterogeneity may prevent virulence from escalating. In the preceding

section, we determined which trade-offs between the virulences in the different host

types lead to the evolution of generalist strains. On the basis of these trade-offs, host

heterogeneity leads to intermediate levels of virulence in both host types. For trade¬

offs, which result in the evolution of specialist strains, a heterogeneous environment

cannot keep virulence at intermediate levels in both host types simultaneously. In

these cases, parasite virulence escalates in one of the host types. Hence, the influence

of host heterogeneity on the evolution of parasite virulence depends sensitively on

the virulence-trade-offs.

We have seen, that in our model selection operates to maximize the basic

reproductive rate, R, of the parasite, and not to maximize the virulence in any

of the host types. Whether virulence escalates orevolvestointermediatelevelsdependsonthenatureofthetrade-offbetweentheparasitevirulencesinthetwohosts.Note,thatmaximizingthebasicreproductiverateisnotgenerallyequivalenttomaximizingtheaveragevirulence,definedasä:=aikhk+a2kÎ2k(2-9)whereflk=y*k/(y{k+y2k)andf2k=y*2kl{y\k+y*2k)aretheequilibriumfractionsofhostsinfectedwithstrainioftype1or2,respectively.However,theaveragevirulenceisoftenagoodcorrelateofparasitefitness.SolvingEquations2.1-2.5fortheequilibriumfrequenciesofinfectedhosts,y\kandy2k,andsubstitutingtheresultintoEquation2.9,weobtainfortheaveragevirulence_._(Ax+A2)aifca2fc+(Aia»,+X2a2k)d,.\ia2k+\2alk+(Ai+X2)dWritingäintermsofthebasicreproductiverateR,ßu[pXx/(alk+d)+p\2/{a2k+d)]wesee,thattheaveragevirulencetendstobehighforthefittestparasite.Asinearliermodels,whichdescribedtheevolutionofvirulenceinahomoge¬neoushostpopulation(Anderson&May1979;May&Anderson1979;Anderson&May1981;Levin&Pimentel1981;Anderson&May1982;Bremermann&Picker¬ing1983;Ewald1983;May&Anderson1983;Knolle1989;MaykAnderson1990;Anderson&May1991;Frank1992;Antiaetal.1994),theoutcomeofcompetitionisdeterminedbythebasicreproductiverate.Inthesemodels,trade-offswereas¬sumedbetweenthevirulenceandothertraitsoftheparasite,suchasinfectivityortransmissibility.
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For parasites that replicate in a heterogeneous host population, trade-offs be¬

tween the virulences in the two hosts may exist. In our model, these trade-offs

play the role, which the trade-offs between the parasite virulence and infectivity

played in models with homogeneous host populations. The maximum of the basic

reproductive rate determines the levels of virulences which the fittest strain attains

in both hosts. Thus host heterogeneity in itself is sufficient to explain the evolution

toward intermediate (i.e., non-extreme) levels of virulence in a particular host type.

2.6 Model with parasite evolution

The model which we investigated in the previous sections does not consider intra-

host parasite evolution. In this section, we will take into consideration the possibility
that the parasite undergoes evolutionary changes in virulence during the infection

of a host.

Experimental evidence for such changes comes from the observation, that when

parasites are serially transmitted from one host to another host of the same type,

this is often accompanied by an increase of its virulence in that host type, and a

decrease of virulence, or attenuation, in hosts of different types (Ebert 1998; Ebert

1999).

To study the consequences of these observations, we expand our model by

assuming that infected hosts of a particular type release parasites, with increased

virulence in this host type and decreased virulence in the other host type. Moreover,
since increases in virulence often go hand in hand with increases of the parasite's

growth rate (Muskett et al. 1985; Bull et al. 1991; Bull & Molineux 1992; Ni &

Kemp 1992; Ebert & Mangin 1997; Ebert 1998; Ebert 1999), we again assume,

that the parasite reproduction rate is linearly dependent on the virulences, Cu =

p x aij and c2l = p x a2l. Formally, the change in virulence after
passagecanbeimplementedintothemodelasfollows:Weassumeanegativerelationbetweenthevirulencesinthetwohosts(i.e.,a2isdecreasingasa,\isincreasing).Next,withoutlossofgenerality,weordertheparasitessuchthatthevirulencesfulfillflu<«12<•<Gin-Thisimpliesthereversedorderofvirulencesinhost2,i.e.,a2i>a22>...>a2n.Finally,wechangetherates,atwhichparasiteofstrain%arereleased,inEquation2.5to:cXlyitl-iandc2ly2,i+i-(Thisactuallyreflectstheobservationthatvirulenceincreasesinonehosttypewhileitdecreasesintheother.Parasitesofstrainiareassumedtobereleasedbyhostsinfectedwiththemorevirulentstrain—whichisstraini—1inhost1andstraini4-1inhost2.Bypassagethrougheitherhost,parasitevirulenceincreases:a\%>a^j-i,a2l>02,1+1-)ThemodelwithparasiteevolutionisgivenbyEquations2.1-2Aandthefol¬lowingequationforfreeparasites:Vi-clt2/M_i+c2ly2,t+i-uvt(2.12)Theequilibriaofthemodelwithevolutioncanbegivenforn=3strainsonly.Formorestrainswedidnotderiveanalyticalsolutions.Nevertheless,fromthestructureofEquation2.12,wecanconcludethatallstrainsarepresentin

the
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Figure 2.3: Including withm-host evolution into our model, we observe stable para¬

site polymorphisms. For a linear trade-off we observe a parasite spectrum peaking

at strain 3 — a generalist strain, slightly more virulent in host 2. For a hyperbolic

trade-off we get a parasite distribution with a high peak at strain 1 and a low peak
at strain 10; the high peak corresponds to the specialist strain with maximum viru¬

lence in host 2. That the distributions are skewed to the left indicates the parasite's

preference for host 2, which is due to a higher proportion of type 2 hosts in the

host population, A2 > Ai. These results are m concordance with the simulations

performed on the model without mutation, shown in Figure 2.2. The distribution

on the bottom left represents a state of the system which could introduce parasite

speciation. (The parameters were chosen as in Figure 2.2.)

non-trivial equilibrium simultaneously (If a particular strain 1 is present in the

equilibrium, it gives rise to parasites of strain 1 + 1 and 1 — 1, which themselves

give rise to parasites of strains 1 + 2, 1 and 1 — 2, etc.). Thus we expect stable

polymorphisms to evolve (see Figure 2 3).

The observed parasite distributions can be classified into two categories: The

first category consists of distributions which peak in the middle. In these cases

the parasite strains that attain intermediate levels of virulence in both host, i.e.,

generalist strains, dominate the parasite population. We call these distributions

generalist distributions. The second category consists of distributions peaking at

the edges, i.e., in these cases specialist strains dominate the parasite population.

Therefore, we call these distributions specialist distributions.
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Numerical simulations suggest that the conditions for the evolution of gener-

alism and of specialism are equivalent to the conditions which we have derived for

the model without parasite evolution. For a linear trade-off between the virulences

ai and a2, we observe a generalist distribution, whereas for a hyperbolic trade-off,

specialist distribution evolves (see Figure 2.3). The specialist distributions could

introduce evolutionary branching of the parasite population.

2.7 Discussion

We have analyzed models for the evolution of virulence in a genetically heteroge¬

neous host population. Our models describe the interaction between many parasite

strains — differing in their virulences and their reproduction rates — and two host

types. The difference of the two host types is reflected in their distinct birth rates,

Ai and A2, and in the different levels of the virulence and reproduction rate which

a parasite strain attains in both hosts. We assumed that the rate with which an

infected host releases parasites is linearly dependent on the parasite virulence in

this host. We excluded the possibility of super- or co-infection of hosts, but in

Section 7 considered that parasites evolve when passing through a host. Our model

is based on insights, which have emerged from serial passage experiments. Hence,

it applies to a wide variety of host-parasite systems. The common characteristics

of such systems are the existence of more than one host type, and a multi-strained

structure of the parasite population.

Investigating the model without parasite evolution, we could determine the

trade-offs between the virulences in the two hosts for which the system evolves

toward specialism or generalism. The system evolves toward specialism for virulence

trade-offs that are more convex than the isoclines of the basic reproductive rate.

The degree of convexity of the virulence trade-off corresponds to the cost which the

parasite has to pay for switching from one host to the other. Our model, therefore,

implies that parasites specialize on a particular host type if the cost for a host

switch is high.

Furthermore, we found that host heterogeneity may be an important determi¬

nant for the evolution of virulence. The influence of heterogeneity depends upon the

nature of the trade-off between the parasite virulences in the different host types.

For trade-offs, which result in the evolution of a generalist parasite strain, host het¬

erogeneity prevents virulence from escalating. In our model, the trade-offs between

the parasite virulences in the two host types replace the trade-offs between parasite

virulence and the infectivity that were introduced in earlier models to explain why

the parasite attains intermediate levels of virulence (Anderson & May 1979; May &:

Anderson 1979; Anderson &; May 1981; Levin &Pimentel1981;Anderson&May1982;Bremermann&Pickering1983;Ewald1983;May&Anderson1983;Knolle1989;MaykAnderson1990;Anderson&May1991;Frank1992;Antiaetal1994).Wedonothavetoevoketheexistenceofanyothertrade-off.Hostheterogeneityitselfissufficienttoexplaintheevolutionofintermediateparasitevirulences.InthemodelofSection7weassumedthattheparasitesevolvewithinthe
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hosts. Unlike in the model without parasite evolution, we find that all parasite

strains persist in the equilibrium, i.e., we observe stable polymorphisms in the par¬

asite population. The observed parasite distributions can be classified as specialist

or generalist distributions, depending on whether the most abundant strain is a spe¬

cialist or a generalist. The conditions for specialism which we derived for the model

without evolution also apply to the parasite distributions of the model with muta¬

tion: Trade-offs of sufficient convexity give rise to specialist distributions. Thus the

analysis of the simple model is useful to guide our intuition even in situations that

go in their complexity beyond the simple model of Section 2.

Stable polymorphisms are common to all models that assume some kind of

within-host dynamics, such as models that allow super- or co-infection of hosts or

models that consider mutating parasites (Nowak et al. 1991; Bonhoeffer k Nowak

1994; May k Nowak 1994; Nowak k May 1994; May k Nowak 1995; Nowak k Bang-

ham 1996; Regoes et al. 1998). The parasite polymorphisms that were observed in

the above-mentioned models fall into the category of generalist distributions. How¬

ever, the specialist distributions which we observe in our model are to our knowledge

novel and could introduce evolutionary branching in the parasite population.

A possible extension of the present investigation would be to consider more

than two host types. In this case we would have to introduce more categories

than just generalists and specialists. (How would one classify a parasite strain that

attains high virulence in host 1, low virulence in host 2, and intermediate levels of

virulence in host 3 and host 4?) We would like to point out that whether the system

evolves toward specialism or toward generalism can be asked in systems with a

heterogeneous host population only and thus represents the most intriguing question

in our models. The analysis regarding specialism or generalism has bearings on all

infections in which more than one potential host is present and in which the parasite

is variable enough to provide a spectrum of differing strains.
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Appendix A: Solving for the extrema of R

on the trade-off line

In order to determine the extrema of the basic reproductive rate

R(ai,a2) = -

Aici
+

A2c2
(2.13)

(ai+d)
'

(a2 + d)_

on the trade-offline given by r(oi, a2) = 0, ai, a2 > 0, we have to solve the equations:

dlF(alala)=V

d2F(a01,a°2,a)=0

d3F(a°1,a°2,a) = 0

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

where F(ai,a2, er) = R(ai, a2) + ar(ai, a2). Whether the extremum is a maximum

or a minimum has to be determined separately.

If the solution (aj, a2, a) is a maximum, the surviving strain is a generalist. If

the solution {a\, a2, a) is a minimum, R attains its maximum on one of the edges
of the trade-offline and the surviving strain is a specialist.

As an example we take parasite reproduction rates which depend linearly on

the parasite virulences, C\ = p ax and c2 = p a2, as in the main body of the

paper, and a linear trade-off, r(01,02) = a\ + a2 — const = 0, 0 < ai,a2 < const.

Equations 2.16 is equivalent to the trade-off equation, and can be solved in this

simple case:
a2=const—ai.BysubstitutingthisintoEquation2.15,andequatingEquation2.14,wegetforthecoordinatesoftheextremum:a?a0=consty/Xî+d{\fX[—y/X^)VM+V^consty/X^+d{\/\2—a/AÏ)0^+y/X2(2.17)(2.18)Forsufficientlylargetrade-offconstants,const>d,andcomparablebirthrates,Ai«A2,thesolution(a?,a2)liesinthefirstquadrant,andisamaximum,i.e.,thesurvivingstrainisageneralist(cf.Figure2.2).Thepoweroftheabstractformalismpresentedhere,becomesapparentifwedealwithmorecomplicated

trade-offs.
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Appendix B: Model with constant

parasite reproduction rate

In the main body of the paper we concentrate on a model in which the parasites
differ in their virulences as well as their reproduction rates. The reproduction rates

are assumed to be linearly dependent on the virulences. In this appendix, we

analyze a model in which the parasites differ only with respect to their virulences

in the two hosts, and assume the reproduction rates to be constant, cl} = c, i.e.

independent of the virulences. Whereas in the model of the main part of this

paper the parasite evolves toward high levels of virulence in both hosts, we observe

the reversed trend here. If the reproduction rates are constant, then it is not

advantageous for the parasite to maintain high levels of virulence. The reversed

trend in parasite evolution results in a reversal of the predictions.

Specialism or generalism? We observe an evolution for specialism for trade¬

offs between the virulences that are less convex than the isoclines of the basic

reproductive rate, such as a linear trade-off. For a hyperbolic trade-off, the parasite

population evolves toward generalism. These results imply that in a model with

constant parasite reproduction rates, the parasite specializes on a particular host

type if the cost, which the parasite has to pay to adapt to the other host, is relatively

low.

Heterogeneity and virulence. In the present case of constant reproduction rates,

parasite virulence tends to vanish in a homogeneous environment. Does host het¬

erogeneity prevent the parasite virulence from vanishing in the course of evolution?

The answer depends on the nature of the trade-off between the virulences in the

two host types: For hyperbolic trade-offs, parasite virulence remains at interme¬

diate levels. For linear trade-offs, parasite virulence vanishes in one of the host

types. Thus, also in the case of a constant reproduction rate, host heterogeneity

is an important factor for the evolution of virulence. As in the case, in which the

reproduction rate of the parasite is proportional to its virulence, c%J = p x al3, the

appropriate measure of parasite fitness is the basic reproductive rate. However,

the average virulence, as defined above, can serve as an approximate indicator of

parasite fitness. For the fittest parasite, the average virulence a tends to be low, as

can be seen from the inverse relation between ä and R:

_

_

ßcu[\xaikl(aik + d) + \2a2k/(a2k + d)] . .
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Appendix C: Relation to Levins' "Theory of Fitness"

We would like to comment on the relation between our approach to the

specialism-generalism-problem and Levins' "Theory of fitness in a heterogeneous
environment" (Levins 1962; Levins 1963). Levins investigated fitness trade-offs

that favor specialism and considered the cases of simultaneous as well as sequential
habitat use. He plotted the isoclines of what he called the Adaptive Function, a

measure for the species' fitness in the heterogeneous environment. For the case of

simultaneous habitat use these isoclines were linear, and if one assumed that the

species used both habitats sequentially, the isoclines were convex as the isoclines of

the parasite's basic reproductive rate in Figure 2.2.

Our method of solving the system graphically is equivalent to Levins' approach.

However, the resemblance of Figure 2.2 and Levins' plots of the adaptive function

for the case of sequential habitat use is deceptive, because the axes of Levins'

plots measure the fitness components of a species in a homogeneous environment,

which would correspond to the basic reproductive rate in our model, whereas the

axes of Figure 2.2 measure the virulence of the parasite in the respective host

type. If we plotted the basic reproductive rate of the parasite in the heterogeneous
host population as a function of the basic reproductive rates of the parasite in a

homogeneous population, consisting only of host 1 or host 2, respectively, we would

obtain linear isocline in concordance with Levins' theory.



Chapter 3

Dose-dependent infection rates of

parasites produce Allee effect in

epidemiology

Summary

In many epidemiological models of microparasitic infections it is assumed that the

infection process is governed by the mass action principle, i. e. that the infection

rate per host and per parasite is a constant. Furthermore, the parasite-induced host

mortality (parasite virulence) and the reproduction rate of the parasite are often as¬

sumed to be independent of the infecting parasite dose. However, there is empirical

evidence against those three assumptions: the infection rate per host is often found

to be a sigmoidal rather than a linear function of the parasite dose to which it is

exposed, and the life-span of infected hosts as well as the reproduction rate of the

parasite are often negatively correlated with the parasite dose. Here, we extend the

basic epidemiological model for microparasites of Anderson and May (Anderson &

May 1981; Levin & Pimentel 1981; Anderson k May 1982; May & Anderson 1983),

by incorporating dose-dependences, and draw conclusions on the resulting dynam¬
ics. Our model displays an Allee effect — characterized by an invasion threshold for

the parasite. Furthermore, in contrast to standard epidemiological models a para¬

site strain needs to have a basic reproductive rate which is substantially larger than

1 to establish an infection. Thus, the conditions for successful invasion of the para¬

site are more restrictive than in mass-action-infection models. Our analysis further

suggests that a negative correlations of the parasite dose with host life-span and the

parasite reproduction rate helps the parasite to overcome the invasion constraints

of the Allee type dynamics.
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3.1 Introduction

Many key epidemiological processes, such as infection, host survival and fecundity,
and within-host reproduction of a parasite have been found to depend on the par¬

asite inoculum or the parasite dose which confronts the host. In macroparasitic
infections it is usually observed that the parasite-induced effects on host fecundity,
host survival, and parasite reproduction rate within the host are negatively corre¬

lated with the parasite dose (Anderson & May 1982; Keymer 1982; Michael & Bundy

1989; Nie & Kennedy 1993; Ashworth et al. 1996). Many infection experiments

suggest that the dynamics of microparasitic infections, too, may also be subjected to

strong dose-dependent effects (Dobson & Owen 1977; Diffley et al. 1987; Hochberg

1991; Agnew & Koella 2000; Little & Ebert 2000; McLean & Bostock 2000). Also

in epidemiological studies, the potential importance of dose-effects in micropara¬

sitic infections is well recognized (Aaby 1991; Glynn et al. 1994). Infection of

Daphnia magna with the microparasitic bacterium Pasteuria ramosa and the fun¬

gus Metschnikowiella biscuspidata, for example, showed strong dose-dependences
of host mortality and fecundity, parasite reproduction within the host, and infec¬

tion rate acting at every level of parasite dose (Ebert et al. 2000). Across macro-

and microparasitic infections, one can observe the following general trends of these

dose-dependences: the infection rate is found to be an increasing function of the

parasite dose, usually of sigmoidal shape. Furthermore, parasitic virulence gener¬

ally increases with the dose, whereas the reproduction rate of the parasite within

the host tends to be negatively correlated with the parasite dose.

These correlations with parasite dose contain important information on the

interaction between the parasite and the host and are in conflict with assump¬

tions typically made in epidemiological models. Commonly it is assumed that the

infection rate depends on the product of the concentration of hosts and the con¬

centration of parasites — the so-called mass action principle (Hamer 1906). If the

infection were appropriately described by a mass action term one should not observe

sigmoidal relations between infection rate and parasite dose, but rather a merely

saturating relation. Furthermore, many epidemiological models assume that the

virulence and within-host reproduction rate of the parasite are independent of the

parasite dose — in discordance with the empirical evidence mentioned above.

In this paper, we incorporate the observed dependence of infection rate, para¬

site virulence and reproduction on parasite dose into
theepidemiologicalmodelbyAndersonandMay(Anderson&May1981;Levin&Pimentel1981;Anderson&May1982;May&Anderson1983),andstudytheresultingdynamicsofthehost-parasitesystem.Inthenextsection,weshortlyreviewthemodelofAndersonandMay(Anderson&May1982)whichservesasareferencemodelthroughoutthepaper.InSection3,weincorporateaninfectiontermwhichisasigmoidalfunctionoftheconcentrationoffreeparasites.InSection4,weconsideravirulencetermwhichdependsontheparasiteconcentration,andinSection5,wefurtherassumethatthewithin-hostreproductiverateoftheparasiteisadecreasingfunctionoftheconcentrationoffreeparasites.WefindthatasigmoidalinfectionrateleadstotheAlleeeffect,aphenomenonwhichischaracterizedbyaninvasionthresholdfortheparasite.Additionally,theparasitefitnessrequiredforinvasion(asmeasured
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by the basic reproductive rate) is higher in a model with sigmoidal infection rate

than in models with a mass-action infection rate. Thus, invasion into a system with

sigmoidal infection rate requires both, a more abundant and a fitter than in mass-

action infection models. Moreover, we show that a negative correlation between the

parasite dose and host life-span as well as a negative correlation between parasite
dose and its reproduction rate, act in favour of the parasite, facilitating its invasion.

3.2 Standard model

As a reference model, we consider a version of a model which was proposed by
Anderson and May (Anderson & May 1981; Levin & Pimentel 1981; Anderson &

May 1982; May & Anderson 1983) to investigate the evolution of virulence in host-

parasite systems. The model — to which we henceforth refer to as the standard

model — describes the interaction between susceptible hosts, x, infected hosts, y,

and free parasites, v.

x = A — dx — ßvx (3.1)

y = ßvx-{a + d)y (3.2)

v = cy
— uv (3.3)

The assumption that underly these equations are that susceptible hosts are born

at a constant rate, A, die at a density-dependent rate, dx, and are infected with

a rate ßxv. This infection term is based on the mass-action principle (Hamer
1906). Furthermore, infected hosts are assumed to die at a density-dependent rate

(a + d)y which is higher than the rate at which susceptible hosts die. The parameter

a measures the virulence of the parasite, here defined as the contribution of the

parasite to the mortality of the host, Finally, free parasites are released from infected

hosts at the rate cy, and die at a rate uv. The difference between the model 3.1

- 3.3 and the original model by Anderson and May is that we assume a constant

birth rate of susceptible hosts, A, whereas they assume a birth rate which depends
on the total number of hosts, N — x + y. This simplification is commonly

adopted(Nowak&May1994;Mayetal.1995)toavoidanunrealisticexponentialgrowthofsusceptiblehostsintheabsenceofparasites.Themodelhasatmosttwoequilibria:anunstableuninfectedequilibriumgivenbyxq=^,y0=0,andv0=0,andagloballystableinfectedequilibriumgivenbyx=i9^L,y=^-yc,andv=^§^-|.Thebasicreproductiverate(Dietz1975;Dietz1976;Anderson&May1981;May&Anderson1983;Bremermann&Thieme1989;Diekmannetal.1990;Anderson&May1991)oftheparasiteisgivenby:R°=rar^d(a+d)uThebasicreproductiveratecontainsimportantinformationaboutthepopulationdynamicsandtheadaptivedynamicsofthishost-parasitesystem.First,theinfectedequilibriumexistsonlyifthebasicreproductiverateexceedsunity,R0>1(with"existence"wemeanthatthereisapositiveequilibriumsolution,v).Secondly,the
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condition R0 > 1 is necessary for successful parasite invasion. We would like to

stress that it is a peculiarity of the present model that positivity of the equilibrium
solution and invasion competence of the parasite are equivalent. In the following
sections we will show that this does not always have to be the case. Thirdly, it has

been repeatedly shown that the evolutionary dynamics acts to maximize the basic

reproductive rate (Bremermann k, Thieme 1989; Anderson & May 1982; Diekmann

et al. 1990).

In the present model, the rate at which susceptible hosts are infected, ßvx,

depends linearly on the concentration of free parasites. Moreover, the death rate of

infected hosts, (a 4- d)y, and the rate at which parasites are released from infected

hosts, cy, are assumed to be independent of the concentration of the free parasites.

In the following, we relax these assumptions, and compare the resulting dynamics
with the dynamics of the standard model.

3.3 Dose-dependent infection

A non-linear relation between parasite dose and infection rate has been frequently
observed in experiments (Ebert et al. 2000; McLean & Bostock 2000). We incor¬

porate this observation by modifying the standard model as follows:

x = A — dx — xß(v) (3.5)

y = xß(v)-(a + d)y (3.6)

v — cy — uv (3.7)

where the rate of infection per
host,ß(v),isasigmoidalfunctionoftheparasiteconcentrationv.«">=ïttttVk>1<3'8)1+(v/id50)KHere,id50,denotestheinfectiousdoseatwhich50%ofthehostsareinfectedandkmeasurestheslopeofthesigmoidalcurveattheid5Q.InFigure3.1,weplottedß(v)incomparisonwiththeinfectiontermofthestandardmodel.3.3.1EquilibriaModel3.5-3.7hasatmostthreenon-trivialequilibriumsolutions.Twostableequilibria(uninfectedandinfected)areseparatedbyoneunstableequilibrium.Theuninfectedequilibriumisequivalenttothatofthestandardmodel.ApproximationsoftheinfectedequilibriacanbefoundinAppendixB.However,incontrasttothestandardmodel,inthepresentmodeltheuninfectedequilibriumislocallystable.Thestabilityisduetotheexistenceoftheunstableequilibriumwhichlies"between"theuninfectedandstable,infectedequilibrium,x$>x>x,y>y>0,andv>iv>0.Itisinterestingtonotethatvandvareinverselyrelated:v=(nl^ve)"^

'
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Figure 3.1: Infection rate as function of the parasite dose for model 3.5 -3.7 (solid

line) and the standard model 3.1 - 3.3 (dashed line). When comparing the two

models, we choose our parameters such that the slopes at the id50 are identical.

(Parameters: id^o = 5, k = 5.)

The stable and the unstable infected equilibria exist if

Ac f (k — l)d

d(a + d)u idsoK, \ (1 + d)
> 1 (3.9)

This criterion is analogous to the condition "R0 > 1" in the standard model, and we

refer to it as the positivity condition of the equilibrium solution. The derivation of

the positivity condition can be found in Appendix A. Note that the positivity of the

equilibrium solution does not imply that the parasite will be able to invade. Thus,
unlike in the standard model, positivity of the equilibrium and invasion compe¬

tence of the parasite are not equivalent here. (The condition for successful parasite

invasion will be discussed in the next subsection.)

We can illustrate these three equilibria by considering a simplified version of

Model 3.5 - 3.7. If we assume that the dynamics of the parasite is substantially
faster than that of the infected hosts, u » a, we can reduce the model to

x = X — dx — ß(cy/u)x

y = ß(cy/u)x - (a + d)y

(3.10)

(3.11)
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Figure 3.2: (a) Null dines of the reduced model 3.10 - 3.11. The empty and black

circles denote the unstable equilibrium and the stable infected equilibrium, respec¬

tively. The shaded region marks the basin of attraction of the uninfected equilibrium,

(b) Null dines of the standard model 3.1-3.3. Here, there is only one stable infected

equilibrium. (Parameters: X = A, d = 0.1, u = 30, id50 = 5, k = 1.5, ß = 0.015

c = 7.5, and a = 0.1.)

We can determine the equilibrium solutions graphically by plotting the null clines

— defined by x = 0 and y = 0 — into the phase plane of the system. At the

intersection points of the two null clines, x = 0 and y = 0 are simultaneously
fulfilled. Thus, the intersections correspond to equilibrium solutions. In Figure

3.2a, we have plotted the null clines of the reduced model 3.10 - 3.11 and the basin

of attraction of the uninfected equilibrium. Figure 3.2b shows the null clines of the

reduced standard model.

3.3.2 Allee effect

The dynamics of Model 3.5 - 3.7 are qualitatively different from the dynamics of the

standard model. In order to invade the host population, the parasite must fulfill

the condition:

Ac ß(v)

d(a + d)u
> 1 (3.12)

Thus, in contrast to the standard model, invasion depends not only on the pa¬

rameters, but also on the initial parasite concentration. In a simulation, we have

determined the initial conditions for successful invasion of a parasite for the sim¬

plified model 3.10 - 3.11 (see Figure 3.2a). The threshold concentration that is
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needed by a parasite to invade the uninfected equilibrium is approximately given
, r d(a+d)u id^\ l^T

_

~

The threshold concentration decreases with decreasing id50, i- e. invasion is

facilitated for highly infectious parasite strains. On the other hand, the threshold

concentration increases for increasing parasite virulence, a. Thus, the invasion

threshold is determined by the balance between infectiousness and virulence of

the parasite — a pattern which is familiar from early studies of the evolution of

virulence, in which the balance between infectiousness and virulence was found

to determine the invasion competence of the parasite via its effect on the basic

reproductive rate (Anderson & May 1982).

Moreover, the system displays a dynamical threshold behaviour. If perturbed
out of the stable infected equilibrium, the host-parasite system may undergo large
oscillations until it eventually returns to equilibrium. The oscillations are easily
mistaken for parasite extinction processes if the observation time is too short. Figure
3.3 illustrates this effect for the simplified model 3.10-3.11.

These characteristics are typical for the so-called Allee effect which occurs when

the abundance or frequency of a species is positively correlated with its growth rate

(Stephens et al. 1999). Furthermore, systems displaying the Allee effect were found

to be dynamically more stable (Scheuring 1999; Doebeli & Koella 1994). For reviews

on the importance of the Allee effect in ecology, and behavioural and conservation

biology see (Stephens & Sutherland 1999; Courchamp & Grenfell 1999). Although
the relevance of the Allee effect for host-parasitesystemshasbeennotedearlierforsexuallyreproducingmacroparasites(Macdonald1965;May1977)itsroleinhost-parasiteinteractionsgenerally,i.e.alsoforasexuallyreproducingparasitesandmicroparasites,hasnotbeenpointedoutbefore.3.3.3ComparisonwiththestandardmodelInhowfardotherequirementsthatasuccessfullyinvadingparasitehastomeetdifferfromtherespectiverequirementsinthestandardmodel?Therequirementswhichtheparasitepopulationhastomeetaremorerestrictivethanthoseofthestandardmodelintworegards.Firstly,inourmodeltheoutcomeoftheinterac¬tionbetweenparasiteandhostdependsontheinitialconcentrationoftheparasite,whereasinthestandardscenario,anyinitialparasiteconcentrationsufficestosuc¬cessfullyestablishaninfection(aslongasRffandard>1).Secondly,theparasitefitnessrequiredforinvasion(asmeasuredbythebasicreproductiverate)ishigherthaninthestandardmodelaswewillshowinthefollowing.Tobeabletocomparetheresultsofthesigmoidalinfectionmodel3.5-3.7withthoseofthestandardmodel,weneedtorelatetheinfectionparametersofthetwomodels.Sinceinthecaseofthesigmoidalinfectionmodeltheinfectionrateperparasitedependsontheparasiteconcentration,weneedtodefineareferenceconcentrationatwhichtheinfectionratesperparasiteareequalinthetwomodels.Thedefinitionofthisreferenceconcentrationissomewhatarbitrary,butanaturalchoiceistheid50.Aroundtheid^otheinfectionrateofthesigmoidalinfectionmodel
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Figure 3.3: Dynamical threshold of the Allee effect in model 3.5 - 3.7: the dynamical
outcome for three different initial values are shown (solid, dashed and dotted curves).
Although for the solid and dotted lines parasite concentration decreases initially,

only the dotted initial values lead to parasite extinction, (a) and (b) infected and

uninfected hosts and parasite load versus time; (c) phase-plane plot of the process.

For orientation, we plotted also the null chnes into the phase-plane (thin lines).
(Parameters as in Figure 3.2.)
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3.5 - 3.7 is approximately linear in the concentration of free parasites, and has a

slope of approximately ß = ^J—. We therefore compare the sigmoidal infection

model 3.5 - 3.7 to a standard model with infection rate, ßxv (see Figure 3.1). The

specific choice of the id$o as the reference parasite concentration for the comparison
of the sigmoidal infection model with the standard model does not affect our results

qualitatively.

We can now rewrite the positivity condition 3.9 in terms of the basic reproduc¬

tive rate the parasite would have in the standard model, Rffandard = ^ ,
which

leads to:

nstandard .

K ( 1 + rf \
"

p /oio\

R°
>T[j^ï)d)

-Rthres (3-13)

Unless the mortality of uninfected hosts is very large, d » 1, the threshold basic

reproductive rate, Rthres, is larger than one. Thus, our analysis suggests that the

standard basic reproductive rate of the parasite must be substantially larger than

unity to allow the existence of an infected equilibrium.

In summary, a dose-dependent infection rate is associated with a two-fold dis¬

advantage of the parasite: firstly, the Allee effect leads to an invasion threshold

for the parasite, and secondly, the parasite fitness required for invasion may be

higher. In Figure 3.4, we illustrate this two-fold disadvantage by plotting the equi¬

librium parasite concentration as a function of the standard basic reproductive rate,
TDstandard
K0

3.4 Other dose-dependences

3.4.1 Dose-dependent
virulenceThedegreeofparasitevirulenceisoftenobservedtobepositivelyrelatedwiththeparasitedose(Ebertetal.2000),whereasthestandardmodelandoursigmoidalinfectionmodelassumeconstantparasitevirulence,a.Inthissection,weinvestigatetheconsequencesofsuchapositivecorrelation.Againassumingthatthisdose-dependencemirrorsthedependenceofthevirulencetermontheconcentrationoffreeparasites,wesubstituteavyforavintotheequationofinfectedhostsofthesigmoidalinfectionmodel:x=X-dx-xß(v)(3.14)y=xß(v)—(av+d)y(3.15)v=cy—uv(3.16)Figure3.5aillustratesthedose-dependentvirulencetermincomparisontothecon¬stantvirulencethatisassumedinthestandardmodel.Thissystemhasthreenon-trivialequilibria(uninfected,unstableandinfected—seeAppendixB),anddisplaystheAlleeeffectasthemodelintheprecedingsection.Theinvasionthresholdinthepresentmodelisgivenbyv~(

Vc/""*•
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Figure 3.4: Equilibrium parasite concentration for different values of the basic repro¬

ductive rate, RsQtandard. (a) In the case of the standard model 3.1 - 3.3, there is one

equilibrium if the basic reproductive rate exceeds unity. The parasite concentration

at equilibrium increases linearly with the basic reproductive rate, (b) In the case of
the sigmoidal infection model 3.5 - 3.7, two equilibrium solutions exist (solid and

dashed lines) if the standard basic reproductive rate exceeds a higher threshold level,

Rthres- For successful invasion, the parasite has to have a founder concentration

which is higher than the unstable equilibrium parasite concentration (dashed line).
Rthres and the unstable equilibrium represent the two additional difficulties which

the parasite has to overcome to successfully invade system 3.5 - 3.1. The arrows

in both plots indicate the direction of the change in parasite concentration in the

ranges within which the parasite concentration is not at equilibrium. (Parameters:
A = 4, d = 0.1, u = 2, id5o = 5, k

a = 0.1.)
1.5, i. e. ß =

4zd5o
0.075, c = 7.5, and
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Figure 3.5: (a) Dose-dependent virulence as function of the parasite dose. In the

standard model, virulence is assumed constant (dashed line), whereas in model 3.14
- 3.16 we assume that the virulence is a linearly increasing function of the parasite

dose (solid line). When comparing the two models, we assume that the virulences

are identical at the parasite concentration of idso- (Parameters: id^, ä = 0.1

and a = 0.02 J (b) Dose-dependent parasite reproduction rate as function of the

parasite dose. In the standard model, the reproduction rate is assumed independent

of the parasite dose (dashed line), whereas in model 3.14 - 3.16 we assume that

the reproduction rate of the parasite is a linearly decreasing function of the parasite

dose (solid line). When comparing the two models, we assume that the reproduction
rates are identical at the parasite concentration of id$o. (Parameters: id^o, c = 7.5,

cmax = 10, and LD = 20.)

Note that this invasion threshold is lower than in the model in the preceding section,
i. e. invasion is facilitated when compared to the sigmoidal infection model 3.5 -

3.7.

To investigate whether the fitness of the parasite required for invasion (as
measured by the parasite's basic reproductive rate) is higher than in the case of

the mass action infection model, we need to derive the positivity
conditionforthepresentsystem3.14-3.16.Tothatend,wedefineRs0tandard=_^whereß=x^7asbefore(seeFigure3.1),andö=aid50(seeFigure3.5a),i.e.weassume3.16andthestandardmodeliid-asbefore(seeFigure3.1),anda=aid50thattheinfectionrateandvirulenceofmodel3.14areequivalentwhentheparasiteconcentrationequalsid50.Theresultingpositivityconditioncannotbeexpressedanalytically,butthethresholdbasicreproductiverate,Rthres,isalwayssmallerthanthatderivedintheprecedingsection.Ifthedose-dependenceisverypronouncedRthresmaybeevenlessthanunity.Thus,dose-dependentvirulencefacilitatesparasiteinvasionintworegards:firstly,theinvasionthresholdoftheAlleedynamicsislowered,andsecondly,

the



standard basic reproductive rate

Figure 3.6: Equilibrium parasite concentration for different values of the basic repro¬

ductive rate, Rffandard; for the sigmoidal infection model 3.5 - 3.7 (thin lines), the

model with dose-dependent virulence 3.14 - 3.16 and the model with dose-dependent

reproduction 3.17 - 3.19. Dose-dependent virulence and reproduction terms reduce

Rthres and the invasion thresholds (dashed lines) and thus facilitate invasion of the

parasite. The amount of reduction in Rthres depends on the strength of the respective

dose-dependence. (Parameters: A = 4, d = 0.1, u = 2, zefeo = 5, k = 1 5, i. e.

~ß = j-s- = 0.075, cmax = 10, LD = 20, i. e. c = 7.5, and a = 0.02, i. e. ö = 0.1 J

parasite fitness required for invasion is lower than in the model 3.5 - 3.7 with

sigmoidal infection rate only. Intuitively, the facilitation of parasite invasion is due

to the fact that invading parasite populations have typically low frequencies, which,
in the present model, results in low initial virulence. Figure 3.6 illustrates the two¬

fold disadvantage (compared with the standard model) but simultaneously shows

that invasion threshold and Rthres are smaller than in the sigmoidal infection model

without dose-dependent virulence 3.5 - 3.7.
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3.4.2 Dose-dependent parasite reproduction

In this subsection, we discuss the dynamical consequences of a parasite reproduction
rate which is negatively related with the parasite dose. To this end, we substitute

cmax(l — ~LY))y f°r CV mt° the equation of infected hosts of the sigmoidal infection

model, where LD denotes the lethal dose which immediately kills a host:

x = X-dx-xß(v) (3.17)

y = xß(v)-(a + d)y (3.18)
v

v = cmax(l - —)y-uv (3.19)

Figure 3.5b shows the dose-dependent parasite reproduction rate in comparison
with the dose-independent rate that is assumed in the standard model.

As before, this system has three non-trivial equilibria (see Appendix B), and

displays the Allee effect. Here, the invasion threshold is smaller than that of the
i

sigmoidal infection model 3.5 - 3.7: v œ ( —— \5C
~

lP ) • Therefore, the

parasite concentration required for invasion is lower than in the model 3.5 - 3.7,
which considers a sigmoidal infection term only.

Regarding the parasite fitness required for invasion, the introduction of a dose-

dependent reproduction rate leads to less severe restrictions on the basic reproduc¬
tive rate of the parasite when compared with the sigmoidal infection model 3.5 - 3.7.

Here, the standard basic reproductive rate is defined as Rs0tandard = d(a+d)u
wnere

ß — 4J— as before (see Figure 3.1), and c = cmax(l — lJfy) (see Figure 3.5b), i. e. we

assume that the infection rate and the parasite's reproduction rate of model 3.17 -

3.19 and the standard model are equivalent when the parasite concentration equals
id50.

Asintheprecedingsubsection,thepositivityconditionandtheminimumstandardbasicreproductiverate,Rthres,cannotbegivenanalytically.However,Rthresisalwayssmallerthaninthesigmoidalinfectionmodel3.5-3.7.Thus,alsoadose-dependentreproductionrateactstofacilitateparasitein¬vasion,firstly,byreducingtheinvasionthreshold,andsecondly,byreducingtheminimumbasicreproductiverate,Rthres-ThereductionoftheinvasionthresholdandRthresareillustratedinFigure3.6.3.5DiscussionOneoftheoldestconceptsinmathematicalepidemiologyistheso-calledmassactionprincipleaccordingtowhichtheinfectionratedependslinearlyonthedensitiesofsusceptibleandinfectedhosts(Hamer1906).Thisconceptstemsfromchemicalkineticswheretherateatwhichareactionbetweentworeagentstakesplace,isapproximatelylinearintheconcentrationsofthesereagents(Michaelis&Menten1913).Toassumemassactionkineticsisjustifiedifonepresupposesthattheinteractingpopulationsarewell-mixedandreplicate

continuously.
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In this paper, we relaxed the mass-action assumption with regard to the infec-

tivity of the parasite, and assumed an empirically-derived relation between infection

rate and parasite concentration. Instead of an infection rate that is linear in the

parasite concentration as in mass-action-type infection rates, we considered an in¬

fection term which is sigmoidal function of the concentration of free parasites, which

is suggested by infection experiments (Agnew & Koella 2000; Little & Ebert 2000;

Ebert et al. 2000; McLean & Bostock 2000). The dynamics of the resulting model

was compared to a mass-action infection model of Anderson and May (Anderson &

May 1982). As a consequence of a sigmoidal infection rate, the dynamics of the host-

parasite system changes qualitatively, displaying the Allee effect — a phenomenon
which is characterized by an invasion threshold for the parasite. Thus, parasite

invasion is more difficult in our models than in mass-action-infection models. The

parasite population can establish an infection only if its founder population size ex¬

ceeds this invasion threshold. Additionally, the parasite fitness required for invasion

(as measured by its basic reproductive rate in the standard model) is higher in a

model with a sigmoidal infection rate than in a mass-action-type infection model.

For successful invasion the parasite is required to have a basic reproductive rate

which is substantially higher than unity, unlike in the standard model in which the

basic reproductive rate had to exceed unity by a small amount only.

We additionally considered terms for parasite virulence and reproduction rate

which depend on the parasite concentration (Dobson & Owen 1977; Diffley et al.

1987; Aaby 1991; Glynn et al. 1994; Hochberg 1991; Agnew & Koella 2000; Little

& Ebert 2000; Ebert et al. 2000; McLean & Bostock 2000), and thus are not con¬

stant, as is often assumed. Considering a positive correlation between the virulence

of the parasite and its concentration, we obtained a lower invasion threshold for the

parasite as with a sigmoidal infection rate only. Furthermore, the parasite fitness

required for invasion is lower than in the sigmoidal infection model, and can be

even lower than in the standard model. The same results hold for a parasite repro¬

duction term which is negatively correlated with the parasite concentration. Thus,

these correlations appear to be adaptive for the parasite as they facilitate parasite
invasion. However, this adaptionist explanation should be interpreted with caution

since the observed relations could be constrained by the physiology of the specific

host-parasite interaction
andthusmaynotbecapableforadaptation.Accordingtoouranalysis,therelationbetweeninfectionrateandparasitedosecruciallyaffectsthedynamicsofthehost-parasitesystem.Ifithassigmoidalshape—aswehaveassumedintheprecedingsections—itproducestheAlleeeffect.Sincethesigmoidalshapeconcernsthechangeinslopeoftherelationbetweentheparasitedoseandtheinfectionrate,itrepresentsasubtlepropertyofahost-parasitesystemandthushastobetestedspecifically.Existingdatahavetobere-assessedandnew,specifically-designedexperimentsmayhavetobeconductedtodeterminewhether,inaparticularhost-parasitesystem,theinfectionrateperhostisasigmoidalfunctionoftheparasitedose.Insystemsinwhichtheinfectionrateturnsouttobesigmoidal,oneshouldalsoaddressthequestionwhytheinfectionratehasasigmoidalshape.Ahostimmunitywhichpreventsinfectionunlessthehostischallengedwithhighparasiteconcentrationsrepresentsapotentialcauseofthesigmoidalpattern.
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Comparing the predictions of the sigmoidal infection model with regard to the

evolution of virulence to those of the standard model, it is clear that the evolutionary

optimum does not differ between the two models. What does differ is the spectrum

of sub-optimal parasite virulences that may be observed. In a host-parasite system

which is governed by standard dynamics any parasite strain with Rffandard > 1 will

be able to invade the system, whereas in a system with sigmoidal infection rate the

restrictions on parasite invasion are more stringent, i. e. the parasite population
has to face stronger selection. Thus, the spectrum of observed virulences is expected

to be narrower. This effect is weakened in systems which display any of the other

dose-dependences which we have discussed here since these other dose-dependences
result in lower selection pressure on the parasite.

The importance of the Allee effect was recognized in sexually reproducing

macroparasites (Macdonald 1965; May 1977), where it stems from the difficulty
of the parasite to find a mate at low parasite abundances. According to our analy¬

sis, the only ingredient which is needed to produce the Allee effect is the sigmoidal
infection rate which is observed in a wide variety of host-parasite systems irrespec¬

tive of their size and way of reproduction (Agnew & Koella 2000; Little & Ebert

2000; Ebert et al. 2000; McLean & Bostock 2000).
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Appendix A: Positivity conditions

The sigmoidal infection model 3.5 - 3.7 has at most three non-trivial equilibrium

solutions, two stable equilibria (uninfected and infected) separated by one unstable

equilibrium. The positivity condition 3.9 under which the infected equilibria are

positive and thus exist, can be derived as follows. The equilibrium conditions of

the sigmoidal infection model 3.5 - 3.7 yield:

Xß(veq) (a + d)u
= o (320)

(d + ß{veq))veq c

which — using the substitution s = ^ we can re-write as

h(s) = const (3-21)

k— 1

Here, h(s) = d+?i+d\sK is a hump-shaped function of the normalized parasite concen¬

tration s, and const = (Q+rf^ld., The positivity of the equilibria 3.9 is equivalent

to the requirement that the maximum of the hump-shaped function h is larger than

const, h attains its maximum at

max
~

{(i + d) )

which immediately leads to 3.9:

Ac ( (k — l)cT

d(a + d)u idc,0K \ 1 + d

(3.22)

> 1 (3.23)

This criterion is analogous to the condition UR0 > 1" in the case of the standard

model. In terms of the standard basic reproductive rate, RsQtandard = _M£_ (with
ß=|J—asdefinedinSection3.3)condition3.9canbewrittenas:K-lRstanäarä>^^.=^(^^^j"(3.24)Thus,thepositivityconditionisequivalenttoaminimumstandardbasicreproduc¬tiverateoftheparasitewhich,inmostcases,islargerthanunity.(Rthrescanbelessthanoneifthedeathrateofuninfectedhosts,d,issubstantiallylargerthanone,andkslightlylargerthanone.)Fortheothersigmoidalinfectionmodelswithdose-dependentvirulence(Equa¬tions3.14-3.16)anddose-dependentreproductionrate(Equations3.17-3.19),pos¬itivityconditionscannotbederivedanalytically.However,havingchosentheid50asthereferencepointatwhichtheparametersofthemodelscoincide,thepositivityconditionsofthesetwomodelsarelessrestrictivethancondition

3.9.
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Appendix B: Equilibria

Here, we give (approximate) expressions for the three equilibrium solutions of

the sigmoidal infection model 3.5 - 3.7. The uninfected equilibrium is given by

^o = rf, yo = 0, and vo = 0 as for the standard model.

For Rffandard > > Rthres approximate expressions for the infected equilibria can

be derived. Rearranging the terms gives the equilibrium condition 3.21 we obtain

— = — (d+l)s (3.25)
sK const

From this expression, we can calculate an approximation for the infected stable

equilibrium by assuming that the left-hand side of Equation 3.25 vanishes, which

results in:

AC
(3.26)

(a + d)(l + d)u

y = vu/c « (3.27)
(a + d)(l + d)

* =

,

\,
x (3-28)

d + ß(v)
v ;

By neglecting the second term on the right-hand side of Equation 3.25 we

obtain an approximation for the unstable equilibrium:

v *
(d(a + d)uld«50\^

(329)

y = vu/c (3.30)

* =

j

\,^ (3-31)

d + ß(v)
v

The infected, unstable equilibrium lies "between" the uninfected and stable, infected

equilibrium, xq > x > x, y > y > 0, and v > v > 0. It is interesting to note that v

and v are inversely related: v = ( n+Jn) )
"-1

•

Analogously, we can derive approximate expressions
fortheothersigmoidalinfectionmodels.Forthemodelwithdose-dependentvirulence3.14-3.16,weobtainthefollowinginfectedequilibriumsolutionAcid1Q(1+d)auA(1+d)acK(3.32)vu/c«-,—^-(3.33)Ad+ß{v)(3.34)Hereby,weassumedthatthedose-independentvirulence,a,ofthesigmoidalinfec¬tionmodel3.5-3.7,isrelatedtothedose-dependentvirulence,av,ofmodel

3.14
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- 3.16 as a = aid50, i. e. that these parameters coincide at the id5o. The unstable

equilibrium can be approximated by

v « (d^k)^1 (3-35)

y = vu/c (3.36)

x =
,

\,^ (3.37)
d + ^fi)

Note that the unstable equilibrium concentration of the parasite, v, is smaller than

that of the sigmoidal infection model 3.5 - 3.7: (f^k^1 < ^(a+d)yd^—^ ._ e

the invasion threshold for the parasite is reduced in the model with dose-dependent

virulence 3.14 - 3.16.

For the model with dose-dependent reproduction rate 3.17 - 3.19, the infected

equilibrium can be approximated by

XcLD

\c+(l + d)(a + d)u(l-$£)
(3.38)

V = fUV^ (3-39)

A
x

d + ß(v)
(3.40)

Hereby, we assumed that the dose-independent reproduction rate, c, of the sig¬
moidal infection model 3.5 - 3.7, is related to the dose-dependent reproduction

rate, cmax(l — j^), of model 3.17 - 3.19 as c = cmax(l — j^), i. e. that these pa¬rameterscoincideattheid^Q.Theunstableequilibriumsolutionisapproximatelygivenby'd(a+d)uid%0(l-f$)AciK-l(3.41)V="T^ITT(3-42)x=X(3.43)d+ß(v)Notethatagaintheunstableequilibriumconcentrationoftheparasite,v,issmallerthanthatofthesigmoidalinfectionmodel3.5-3.7:f^+^^-WAK_1<(d(a+d)uid*n\«-I{\c)
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Chapter 4

HIV Coreceptor Usage and Drug
Treatment

Summary

The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infects a wide range of human cells.

Cell entry is mediated through the CD4 receptor and a variety of coreceptors,

most importantly the chemokine receptors CCR5 and CXCR4. Some antiretroviral

agents selectively inhibit HIV phenotypes depending on their coreceptor usage.

Here, we analyze mathematical models, which describe the in vivo interaction of

HIV phenotypes, differing in their coreceptor usage, with two target cell types

(naive and memory CD4+ T cells). We determine the circumstances, under which

the virus population specializes for a certain coreceptor, and compare the dynamics
of treated with untreated infections. In particular, we investigate the conditions for

a treatment-induced phenotype switch.
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4.1 Introduction

To enter its target cells the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) utilizes the sur¬

face protein CD4 as a receptor. In addition to CD4, HIV requires coreceptors for

successful infection, the most important of which are the chemokine receptors CCR5

and CXCR4. The coreceptor usage represents a criterion according to which vari¬

ants of the HIV quasispecies can be classified: HIV variants which use CCR5 are

referred to as R5 viruses, variants which use CXCR4 are referred to as X4 viruses,

and variants which are able to use both coreceptors are referred to as X4R5 viruses

(Berger et al. 1998). The classification with regard to their coreceptor usage cor¬

relates with other important phenotypic properties of HIV variants. CXCR4 using
variants typically display fast replication kinetics and are of the syncytium-inducing

phenotype (Bjorndal et al. 1997). Most importantly, the emergence of X4 or R5X4

virus variants correlates with accelerated progression towards disease and death

(Asjo et al. 1986; Fenyo et al. 1988; Tersmette et al. 1988; Tersmette et al. 1989c;

Tersmette et al. 1989a; Cheng-Mayer et al. 1990; Schuitemaker et al. 1992; Connor

et al. 1993; Keet et al. 1993; Koot et al. 1993b; Koot et al. 1993a; Karlsson et al.

1994; Katzenstein et al. 1996; Spijkerman et al. 1998; Xiao et al. 1998).

The main target cells of HIV are the CD4+ T helper cells. The corecep¬

tor expression profile of CD4+ T cells depends on their activation status: ac¬

tivated/memory CD4+ T cells express both, CCR5 and CXCR4, whereas rest¬

ing/naive CD4+ T cells express mainly CXCR4 (Bleui et al. 1997; Ostrowski et al.

1998; Lee et al. 1999). Therefore, R5 variants primarily infect activated/memory
CD4+ T cells, while X4 and R5X4 variants can infect both memory and naive

CD4+ T cells. Thus, there is a clear association between coreceptor usage and

tropism, i. e. target cell preference in HIV infection. Furthermore, it has been

recently shown that HIV does not only enter naive CD4+ T cells, but is capable of

reproducing in these cells after they have been stimulated (Ostrowski et ai 1999).
The expansion of the target cell range which goes hand in hand with a switch from

CCR5-using to CXCR4-using variants, together with the capacity of HIV to repli¬
cate in naive CD4+ T cells, could explain the increased pathogenesis associated

with the emergence of X4 and X4R5 virus (Blaak et al. 2000).

Some antiretroviral agents have differential effect on R5 and X4 HIV variants.

Certain chemokines such as the macrophage inflammatory proteins MlP-la and

MIP-1/3 or RANTES inhibit cell entry via the CCR5 receptor by competitive bind¬

ing to the coreceptor and down-regulation (Cocchi
etal.1995;Meylanetal.1993).Thereforetheyaretargetsforthedevelopmentofantiretroviralinhibitorsandcur¬rentlyseveraldrugsareindevelopmentbasedonmodificationofthenaturallig-andstotheCCR5andCXCR4coreceptors.Moreover,coreceptorspecificinhibitorsbasedonsmallmoleculeinhibitors—suchasTAK779,Prol40andScheuringC(CCR5inhibitors)aswellasAMD3100,ALX40-4CandT22(CXCR4inhibitors)—arecurrentlyusedinclinicaltrials.Thereisconcernthatinhibitorsthatprefer¬entiallyinhibitR5viruseswouldleadtoaswitchtothemorepathogenicSIvirusesandthusleadtofasterdiseaseprogression.Conversely,aCXCR4specificinhibitorthatcouldinduceaswitchbacktoCCR5usingvirusesmaybehighlybeneficial.Furthermore,therehavebeenreportswhichsuggestthatalsosome

conventional
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antiretroviral inhibitors (such as AZT and ddl) may have phenotype or target cell

specific effects (Koot et al. 1993b; van't Wout et al. 1996; van't Wout et al. 1997).
In immune-based therapies, a recombinant of the cytokine IL-2 is commonly ap¬

plied together with antiretroviral therapy in order to boost the immune system of

the patient (Kovacs 1999). IL-2 treatment activates CD4+ T cells, thus changing
the composition of the CD4+ T cell compartment in favour of activated/memory
T cells, which may also differentially affect R5 and X4 HIV variants. Additionally,
IL-2 is found to increase CCR5 expression levels (Bleui et al. 1997) which may

increase the selection pressure on CXCR4 using HIV variants.

Many mathematical models have been developed to study the effect of drug
treatment on viral evolution (Frost & McLean 1994; Bonhoeffer et al. 1997b; Bonho-

effer et al. 1997a; Bonhoeffer & Nowak 1997; Nowak et al. 1997; Kepler & Perelson

1998; Ribeiro et al. 1998), and the evolution of HIV tropism (Wodarz et al. 1998;

Wodarz & Nowak 1998; Callaway et al. 1999). However, to our knowledge there

are no models which address the effect of antiretroviral treatment on HIV tropism.

Here, we present a mathematical framework that allows us to investigate the change
of HIV coreceptor usage under different treatment regimens. In the first part, we

introduce a model describing the interaction of the HIV quasispecies with naive and

memory CD4+ T cells, and give analytical results on the conditions of coreceptor

specialization. We find that the simple modelwepresentallowsthecoexistenceofatmosttwoHIVvariants.Furthermore,trade-offsbetweentheinfectivitiesoftheHIVquasispeciesarenecessaryforcoreceptorspecializationtooccur.Inthesecondpart,weincludetheeffectsofdrugtreatmentinthemodel.Inparticular,weinvestigatetheconditionsforatreatment-inducedHIV-phenotype-switch.WeconsidertheeffectofcoreceptorinhibitorswhichreducetheaffinityofHIVforacertaincoreceptor,andshowthatCCR5inhibitorsaremorelikelytoleadtoaHIVphenotypeswitchthanCXCR4inhibitors.Moreover,westudytheimpactofIL-2treatmentonHIVcoreceptorusage.4.2ModelWestartbyintroducingasimplepopulationdynamicalmodelwhichdescribestheinteractionofHIVwithCD4+Tcells.Weassumetwotargetcellpopulations,NandM,whichdenoteCD4+TcellswithcoreceptorexpressionpatternsthatarecharacteristicofnaiveandmemoryCD4+Tcells,respectively.Furthermore,weassumenHIVvariants,vt,%—1,...,n,whichdifferintheirinfectivitiesformemoryandnaiveCD4+Tcells,ßvlandßßl,respectively.AfterinfectionwithHIVvarianti,naiveandmemoryTcellsbecomeinfectedCD4+Tcells,NzandMj.Themodelisgivenbythefollowingsetofequations:A>=\v-dvN-NY,ßV3Vj(4-1)jM=Xß-dßM-MJ2ßwv3(4-2)3A>=ßnNvt-aM(4.3)
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Table 4.1: Parameters of model 4.2 - 4.5

parameter meaning value

K

d„

dy,

av

u

c„

cp

ßvi

ß„r

production and proliferation rate of naive CD4+ T cells

activation rate of CD4+ T cells and proliferation rate of mem¬

ory CD4+ T cells

clearance rate of naive CD4+ T cells due to apoptosis
clearance rate of activated memory CD4+ T cells due to

apoptosis
clearance rate of infected naive CD4+ T cells due to

activation, apoptosis, immune-mediated lysis, and viral

cytopathicity
clearance rate of infected activated memory CD4+ T cells due

to apoptosis, immune-mediated lysis, and viral cytopathicity
clearance rate of free virus

reproduction rate of HIV in naive CD4+ T cells (comprises
activation rate)
reproduction rate of HIV m activated memory CD4+ T cells

rate of infection of naive CD4+ T cells by HIV variant i

rate of infection of activated memory CD4+ T cells by HIV

variant i

« 15/ {ßl x day)
« 40/ (ßl X day)

0.015/day (corr. half-life of 46 days)
0.2/day (corr. half-life of 3.5 days)

0 1/day (corr. half-life of 7 days)

0.5/day (corr. half-life of 1.4 days)

5 0/day (corr half-life of 3.5 hours)
« 200/day

f» 500/day
« (If)"4 - 10~3)ßl/day
« (10~4 - l0-3)/it/day

Mt = ßlltMvt - a^M, (4.4)

v% = cßMz + c„Nz - uv% (4.5)

Note that the variable Nt does not denote the concentration of infected naive

CD4+ T cells, buttheconcentrationofCD4+Tcellsthatwerenaiveatthetimeofinfection.Thismoresubtledefinitioniscrucialtoourmodel,sinceweassumethatthecellsdenotedbythevariableNtreleasevirionsataratecuNt.(Naivecells,however,donotreleasevirionsthemselves,butonlyaftertheyhavebeenactivatedandtransformintotheactivated/memoryphenotype.)Oursubtledefinitionservesthepurposetoavoidtheexplicitincorporationoftheactivationprocessintothemodelwhichwouldcomplicatetheequationsconsiderably.InsteadtheactivationofCD4+Tcellsisimplicitelyincorporatedintotheparametersofourmodel.ThisaffectsinparticulartheparametersAM,dv,avandc„whichwedefinetocontaintheactivationrate.Firstly,A^containstherateofproductionofmemoryCD4+Tcellsbyactivationofnaivecellsandtheirproliferation.Secondly,theclearanceratesdvandavofuninfectedandinfectedcellsthatdisplayedanaivecoreceptorexpressionprofileatthetimeofinfection,arehigherthantheclearanceratesofuninfectedandinfectednaiveCD4+Tcells.ThisisbecausesomeofthecellsthatwerenaiveatthetimeofinfectionmayhavebeenactivatedandbecomememoryCD4+Tcellswhichhavehigherclearancerates.Lastly,weassumethatHIV-infected,CD4+TcellswhichwerenaiveatthetimeofinfectionareabletoproducevirionsattheratecvNt.Thus,onecouldconceivetherateconstantc„asacompositeoftheactivationrateofnaiveCD4+Tcellsandtherate,cM,atwhichmemoryCD4+Tcellsreleasevirions.AdescriptionoftheparametersofModel4.2-4.5andbiologicallyplausiblevaluesaregiveninTable4.1.AdiagrammaticalrepresentationofthismodelcanbefoundinFigure4.1.SinceweareinterestedinHIVcoreceptorusage,theparametersofprimaryinterestaretheinfectivities,ßßlandßvl,whichmeasurethepreferenceoftheithHIVvariantformemoryandnaiveCD4+Tcells,respectively.Ifweassumeap¬proximatelyequallevelsofCCR5andCXCR4onthesurfaceofmemoryCD4+
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production,

proliferation

activation,

proliferation

apoptosis

clearance

apoptosis

clearance

activation &

virus production
virus production

clearance

Figure 4.1: Diagrammatic representation of the model in Equations 4-2 - 4-5- The

arrows correspond to processes which we incorporated into the model. Multiple layers

of circles for HIV and infected cells indicate that there are many variants that can

infect the target cells, giving rise to different classes of infected cells.

T cells and equal levels of CXCR4 on naive and memory CD4+ T cells, then the

infectivity, ßßi, is proportional to the sum of the affinities of a certain HIV variant

for CCR5 and CXCR4 (since memory cells express both coreceptors), whereas the

infectivity, /?„,, is proportional the affinity of the respective HIV variant for CXCR4

only:

ßßl oc #" + fl
CCR5

(4.6)

(4.7)

We assume that there is a continuous spectrum of coreceptor preference ranging
from viruses that exclusively use CCR5 to HIV variants which exclusively use

CXCR4, as has been suggested before (Collin et al. 1994). Thus in our model,

an HIV variant is given by its affinities for the coreceptors CCR5 and CXCR4,

0CCK5 and ß
CXCR4

respectively.

For the sake of simplicity, we do not explicitly consider the immune system

response, since the exact role that the immune responses play in the evolution of
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HIV tropism is still a matter of debate. For models addressing the impact of the

immune response on the evolution of HIV tropism see Wodarz et al. (1998) and

Callaway et al. (1999) .

4.2.1 Analytical Results

The equilibria of the above model can be solved analytically. The dynamics allow

at most two HIV variants coexisting at equilibrium (see Appendix). Assume that

variant r, characterized by infectivities ßur and ßßr, is present at equilibrium. If

this equilibrium is "challenged" with a rare variant i, one of the following three

outcomes can be observed:

(i) the challenging variant i invades and outcompetes the resident variant r

(ii) the challenging variant i invades and and coexist with the resident variant r

in a stable equilibrium

(iii) the challenging variant i cannot invade and goes extinct

Which of the outcomes is observed depends on the affinities ßfCRb and /^CXCR4 of the

challenging variant for CCR5 and CXCR4. By considering mutual invasibility, we

can derive the conditions under which a particular outcome will occur (see Appendix

B). Figure 4.2 shows for which affinities ßfCR5 and ß^XCR4 of the challenging variant

a particular outcome occurs, if the resident variant is of the R5 phenotype.

One can see from Figure 4.2 that evolution should be directed towards dual

tropism (upper right hand corner). The fact that some patients harbour either R5

or X4 variants, however, suggests that simultaneous maximization of the affinities

for CCR5 and CXCR4 may underly constraints in these patients. In other words,

a trade-off between the affinities for
CCR5andCXCR4mayexistintheHIVquasispecies.4.2.2ConditionsforacoreceptorswitchLetusfirstconsideraswitchfromapreferenceforCCR5toapreferenceforCXCR4.SupposethataCCR5-usingHIVvariantispresentatequilibriumwhichischarac¬terizedbythecoreceptoraffinitiesßfCR5andß^XCR4,whereby/^?CR5>>ßfXCR4-TherearetwoCXCR4affinitythresholdswhichachallengingX4varianthastoovercomeinordertotakeoverthesystem.Firstly,inordertocoexistwiththeresidentR5variant,theaffinityoftheX4varianthastoexceed/Œ4-Y^(4-8)wherea=If^ßZand7=WwT+*)Secondly,iftheaffinityofthechallengingX4variantexceedsßtakeover~7

(4-9)
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resident strain

0.0002

0.0001

challenging strain

cannot invade

0.0002 0.0004 0.0006

CCR5 affinity

0.0008

Figure 4.2: // a variant i can coexist or even outcompete a resident R5 variant

depends on its affinity for CCR5 and CXCR4- (Parameters as in Table 4-1-)

whereby £ ^yCvPv
c and r\

-yC/fP/jr it will take over the system.

The CXCR4-affinity thresholds, /?CC0S and ß%£gKjr, are illustrated in Figure 4.3a.

For a derivation of these thresholds see Appendix C. The main point here is that if

an X4 variant has an affinity for CXCR4 which exceeds ß^^er ^ w^ outcompete

the resident R5 variant, regardless of how low its affinity for CCR5 may be.

Let us now consider the conditions for the reverse switch, i.e. from a preference
for CXCR4 to a preference for CCR5. Thus, we suppose that the resident variant

is an X4 virus which is characterized by the coreceptor affinities ß^CRb and /3°XCR4,
whereby ßfCR5 « ß^XCRi. In the present case there is also an affinity threshold

which the R5 variant has to exceed in order to coexist with the resident X4 variant

given by

ßcoTst « r (4-io)

whereby a = and 7 = ßv '^ßCßO
+ 1) as above. This affinity threshold is

derived in Appendix C and illustrated in Figure 4.3b. However, unlike in the case

where the resident variant was an R5 virus, there is no takeover threshold in the

affinity for CCR5 which could correspond to ßf^Rlr- Instead, the upper bound of

the set of affinities for which a variant coexists with the X4 resident variant saturates
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ftCXCR4
M coexist

CCR5 affinity

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the affinity thresholds for (a) an R5 resident variant

and (b) an X4 resident variant. Note that the two scenarios are not symmetrical.

(Parameters as in Table 1^.1.)

at the CXCR4 affinity &CJCR4 i AyCvPvT

c
whereby £ — and ( A-yOy

+ as

above. Thus, even with very high CCR5-affinity an R5 variant cannot outcompete

the resident X4 variant. A resident X4 variant can only be outcompeted by a

variant which has sufficiently high affinities for both coreceptors, i. e. it has to be

of the R5X4 phenotype. This asymmetry in the conditions for a phenotype switch

is based in the asymmetry of the coreceptor expression profile on resting/naive and

activated/memory CD4+ T cells (see Figure 4.1), and has important implications
when we compare the effect of CCR5 and CXCR4 inhibitors (see next section).

4.3 Conditions for treatment-induced phenotype

switches

Having solved Model 4.2 - 4.5 enables us to consider the effects of antiretroviral

agents on the evolution of the HIV quasispecies.

4.3.1 The effect of coreceptor inhibitors

We can incorporate the effect of a coreceptor inhibitor into Model 4.2 - 4.5 by

reducing the affinity of the virus variants for the respective coreceptor. The main

question we intend to investigate is whether under a regimen of coreceptor inhibition

some HIV variants are able to coexist with or even to outcompete the wildtype
variant although they were suppressed before treatment.
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Let us first consider the effect of a CCR5 inhibitor on a patient who harbours

R5 virus. We approach our question by considering how the two CXCR4-affinity
thresholds ß^^t and ß?Jkewtr derived in the preceding section, change as a result

of inhibiting the binding of HIV to CCR5. Assume that the binding of HIV to

CCR5 is inhibited by a factor 1 — s, where 0 < s < 1. This inhibition equally
reduces the CCR5-affinities of the resident R5 variant and of all other variants

which the patient harbours, but does not change their CXCR4-afnnities. With the

reduced CCR5-afnnity of the resident variant under treatment, we re-calculate the

coexistence set and the CXCR4-affinity thresholds ßcoexist and ßtakeover, where the

bar over the symbols indicates that these CXCR4-affmity thresholds are calculated

under treatment. We find that under treatment both CXCR4-affinity thresholds

are
reducedconsiderably.InAppendixCweshowthat:-5CXCR.4oCXCR4-1^„^„(A-[-Wßcoexist~^coexist>1>°>Sl4'11)-5CXCR4_OCXCR4(AM\^takeover~ö^takeoverK^-*-^)Thefactorofreductioninthecoexistencethresholdß^x^t^ssmallerthanthatofthetakeoverthresholdß££?tr-Figure4.4aillustrateshowthecoexistencesetschangeasaresultofCCR5inhibition.TheconclusionfromthesefindingsisthatCCR5inhibitionincreasesthechancethatX4variantswhichweresuppressedbeforetreatment,emergeandcoexistwiththeresidentvariantorevenoutcompeteit.Thus,aCCR5inhibitorincreasestheriskofanHIVphenotypeswitchfromR5toX4.Moreover,sincethecoexistencethresholdß^x^t1Sreducedtoalesserextentthanthetakeoverthresholdß^eoveritherangeofCXCR4affinitiesoftheX4variantswhichcancoexistwiththeresidentvariantbecomesnarrowerundertreatmentwithanCCR5inhibitor.LetusnowconsidertheeffectofanCXCR4inhibitoronapatientwhohar¬bours

X4

virus.
Analogously to our approach above, we consider how the affinity

threshold ß^^fst changes as a result of CXCR4 inhibition. The main difference to

the inhibition of CCR5 is that in the present case there is no takeover threshold.

Inhibition of CXCR4 with efficacy 1 — s, 0 < s < 1 leads to a reduction in the

coexistence threshold ß^^st by approximately a factor s (see Appendix C):

7jCCR5 ~
„/5CCR5 1 a n\

y coexist
~ bh'coexist K^-10)

Here, ßcoexist denotes the coexistence threshold during treatment. Moreover,
the relative level at which the upper bound of the coexistence set saturates,

ß?cltCK41ßrXCR4:> remains approximately constant. Thus, a CXCR4 inhibitor in¬

creases considerably the probability of the emergence of R5 variants which coexist

with the resident X4 variant. However, regardless of how effective the inhibition of

CXCR4 is, an R5 variant will never outcompete the resident virus variant.

The main conclusion of our analysis is that a CCR5 inhibitor is more likely
to induce a phenotype switch than a CXCR4 inhibitor. This difference in the

effects of CCR5 and CXCR4 inhibitors is based on the asymmetry of the coreceptor

expression profile on resting/naive and activated/memory CD4+ T cells.
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(a) CCR5 inhibitor (b) CXCR4 inhibitor

relative CCR5 affinity ß, / ßf*5

Figure 4.4: Coexistence sets before (black) and during treatment (grey) with an

coreceptor inhibitor that reduces the affinity for the respective coreceptor by 75%.

Plot (a) shows the effect of an CCR5 inhibitor. Plot (b) shows the effect of an

CXCR4 inhibitor. The dashed line represents the lower bound of the coexistence set

without treatment which is partly covered by the coexistence set during treatment

(grey). To be able to compare the coexistence sets, we plotted the relative affinities,

ACCR7ACCR5 and ß^XCKi/ß^XCRi. (Parameters as m Table 4.1.)

4.3.2 Effect of IL-2 treatment

IL-2 treatment increases the activation rate of CD4+ T cells (Kovacs 1999). This

has two main effects on the interaction of the HIV quasispecies with the CD4+ T cell

subpopulations. Firstly, since the activation of CD4+ T cells by IL-2 is associated

with an increase in CCR5 expression levels on these cells (Bleui et al. 1997), the

target cells of R5 variants will increase in number, which suggests that the selection

pressure changes in favour of R5 variants. Secondly, however, IL-2 stimulation may

turn infected resting/naive CD4+ T cells into cells which actively produce virions.

This effect is often referred to as "purging" of the latent reservoir, and represents

one of the main reasons to apply IL-2 treatment. The purging effect may change

the selection pressure in favour of X4 variants since — under IL-2 treatment —

targeting resting/naive CD4+ T cells may become a better strategy for the virus

population.

The effect of IL-2 treatment can be incorporated into our model by increas¬

ing the parameters Xß and cv. Increasing A^ leads to elevated levels of acti¬

vated/memory CD4+ T cells, while an increase m the parameter cv incorporates

the purging effect. Simulations (not presented here) show that an increase in AM
affects the coexistence sets in a similar fashion as a CXCR4 inhibitor, leadingtoaconsiderablereductioninthecoexistencethresholdß%££fst-Ontheotherhand,
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an increase in the parameter cv leads to a change in the coexistence sets similar

to CCR5 inhibitors, facilitating the invasion of X4 variants. Thus, the influence of

IL-2 treatment on coreceptor preference depends on the balance between the two

effects of IL-2 treatment described above: elevated levels of activated CD4+ T cells

and purging virus out of resting CD4+ T cells. To decide which of these two effects

outweighs the other, one has to perform a quantitative analysis and therefore needs

determine the parameters of our model empirically. Furthermore, we may have to

incorporate the activation process of CD4+ T cells explicitely into our model to

thoroughly understand the impact of IL-2 treatment.

4.4 Discussion

In this paper we investigated a simple model that describes the interaction of HIV

with its primary target cells, the CD4+ T cells. We investigated the conditions for

a coreceptor specialization, and studied the effect of antiretroviral treatment on the

coreceptor preference of the HIV quasispecies.

Our model suggests that coreceptor specialization occurs only if there is a

trade-off between the affinities for the two coreceptors CCR5 and CXCR4 within

the viral quasispecies. Thus, in patients who harbour exclusively R5 or X4 variants,
it may be such trade-offs which constrain viral evolution towards dual tropism.

Our model also allows to investigate the effect of coreceptor inhibitors on HIV

coreceptor usage. We find that a CCR5 inhibitor considerably increases the risk of

an HIV phenotype switch towards CXCR4-using variants. In contrast, a CXCR4

inhibitor may lead to the emergence of R5 variants which coexist with the wildtype

virus, but will not induce a complete switch from X4 to R5. This asymmetry in the

effects of CCR5 and CXCR4 inhibition is based on the asymmetry of coreceptor

expression profiles on resting/naive and activated/memory CD4+ T cells. The

analysis of the effect of coreceptor inhibitors also applies to other antiretroviral

agents that differentially affect R5 and X4 virus variants.

Our findings are experimentally testable in competition experiments between

R5 and X4 variants in vitro, as long as the experimental setup reflects that the

target cell population is composed of naive/resting and activated/memory CD4+ T

cells which differentially. Only few experimental studies on HIV phenotype switches

induced by coreceptor-inhibitors have been published so far (Este et al. 1999; Maeda

et al. 2000; Mosier et al. 1999; Schols et al. 1998). In the case of CCR5 inhibitors

(Maeda et al. 2000; Mosier et al. 1999; Schols et al. 1998), the experiments are not

set up as competition experiments between R5 and X4 variants, but aim to study the

evolution of R5 variants under the selection pressure exerted by a CCR5-inhibitor.

The pattern that emerges from above-mentioned studies is that the virus develops
resistance to the CCR5-inhibitor without changing itscoreceptorpreference.ThestudybyEsteetal.(1999)isdesignedasacompetitionexperiment,butthetargetcellpopulationconsistsofactivatedCD4+Tcellsonlywhichrestoresthesymmetrybetweencoreceptorexpressionpattern.Thus,themainresultofthisstudy—theshiftfromX4toR5virus—isbasedonanexperimentalsetupwhichisnotonly
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incompatible with our model assumptions, but presumably also does not reflect the

in vivo situation.

We also studied the impact of IL-2 treatment on HIV coreceptor preference.

Although our model does not allow to determine whether IL-2 treatment changes
the selection pressure in favour of R5 or X4 virus, it suggests that the answer to

this question lies in the balance of activation of uninfected versus infected naive

CD4+ T cells by IL-2 treatment. An appropriate treatment of the impact of IL-2

treatment, however, may require the explicite incorporation of the CD4+ T cell

activation process into our model.

With regard to the natural evolution of HIV coreceptor usage during the course

of infection our model is consistent with two potential mechanisms. First, the

appearance of X4 or R5X4 virus variants in approximately 50% of the patients could

be due to mutations during the infection. This widely expressed view, however,
seems unlikely since some case reports suggest that X4 and R5X4 variants may

be present throughout the entire course of infection and are only suppressed to

low levels in the early stages of infection (Lathey et al. 1997; Cornelissen et al.

1995). Our model suggests yet another explanation for the natural evolution of

HIV coreceptor usage, which relates the emergence of X4 variants to an increase

in the activation rate of CD4+ T cells which is often observed during the course

of infection (Liu et al. 1998; Giorgi et al. 1999). Our analysis suggests that, if

the activation of infected naive CD4+ T cells exceeds the activation of uninfected

naive CD4+ T cells, an increase in the activation rate could explain the emergence

of X4 variants. To investigate this potential mechanism, the activation rate ought
be incorporated explicitely into our model.
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Appendix A: Equilibrium solutions of Model 4.2 - 4.5

Here, we derive all equilibrium solutions of the basic model for HIV coreceptor

usage 4.2 - 4.5 and give criteria for their stability.

At equilibrium the growth rate of the ith variant is given by

&(aj„,av)= r + £ .
s-u (4-14)

where ujv = Y,3 ßvfij and co^ = ^ ßßjVj and v3 denote the equilibrium abundances

of the jth variant. The growth rate of the resident variant vanishes at equilibrium.
If the equilibrium is stable, the growth rates of all other variants are negative.

(In many other systems, the basic reproductive rate is taken as a measure of

fitness of a particular variant (Dietz 1975; Dietz 1976; Anderson & May 1981; May
& Anderson 1983; Bremermann & Thieme 1989; Diekmann et al. 1990; Anderson

& May 1991). This is justified if the target cell population is homogeneous, i. e., if

there is only one type of target cell. In systems with a heterogeneous host popula¬
tion,thebasicreproductiveraterepresentsanappropriatemeasureofparasiteonlyinexceptionalcases(Regoesetal.2000)Unfortunately,inthissystem,thebasicreproductiverate,Rt=Mïl^.+Ml^L(4.15)dvavudf.a^uisnotanappropriatemeasureofthefitnessoftheithvariantatequilibrium.)Inourmodel4.2-4.5,therecannotbemorethantwovariantspresentinanequilibrium.Assume,wehavethreevariantsinastableequilibrium,sayvariantsk,Iandm.Forthesethreevariantsthegrowthratesvanishatequilibrium:9k(wv,Vp)=0(4.16)gi{uu:uß)=0(4.17)SmK,^)=0(4.18)Theequations4.16and4.17forvariantskand/giverisetoapairofsolutionsforu>uandujß.Theremainingequation4.18leadstorelationsbetweentheparametersofoursystem,whicharetoolimitingtobefulfilledinarealisticcase—a"conspiracyofparameters".Essentially,thethreeequations4.16-4.18overdetermineoursystem,whichhasonlytwodynamicallyindependentvariables,uvandcoß.Thus,atmosttwovariantscanbepresentinanequilibriumofthebasicmodelforHIVtropism4.2-4.5.One-variantequilibriaIfonlyonevariantispresentinanequilibrium,sayvariantk,thenwehavegk{oJu,^n)=0,withov=ßuk^kand<^V=ß^k-,wherev£denotestheabundanceoftheresidentvariant.Solvingforu|yields:„x_""^,^vcv,^ßcß(419)k2ßuk2ßßk2uav2uaßV''
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+
dv du

+
avcv ^ßCß

2ßvk 2ßßk 2uav 2ua

ßukßßk uaußßk uaßßpk J

If this equilibrium is stable, the growth rate of all other variants is negative.

Two-variant equilibria

If two variants are present in an equilibrium, say variant k and /, their growth
rates vanish, gk(Lüu,ujß) = 0 and gi{üju,ujß) = 0. In the case of a two-variant

equilibrium, we have ujv = ßvkv*k + ßviv\ and uoß = ßßkvl + ß^vf, where vi and vf
denote the equilibrium abundance of the resident variants. This can be solved for

the equilibrium abundances of the coexisting variants k and I:

where

ÜJ,, =

ßulßßk — ßukßßl

ßukßßl — ßulßßk

^vCu{ßukß/il — ßulßßk)

(4.20)

(4.21)

- dv (4.22)

(4.23)

avu(ßßi - ßßk)

_

^/j,Cß(ßuißßk — ßukßßl) i

kV — Ta a~~\ a»
aßu{ßui

-

ßvk)

Again, if this particular two-variant equilibrium is stable, the growth rates of all

other variants are negative.
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Appendix B: Stability of equilibria

Invasion criteria enable us to determine which equilibrium is stable, i. e.,

which variant or variants will persist for a given set of parameters. Assume variant

r resides in the system with the equilibrium abundance i>*. The system cannot

be invaded by any variant i, if the growth rate of the zth variant is less than the

growth rate of the resident variant r in this equilibrium, i. e., if for all i ^ r:

9*lr=v*,v}=o, for ,*•
< 9r\Vr=v?tV]=Q> for ^r

= °- In this case> the equilibrium is

stable, and the resident variant r persists. If, however, there is a variant i, which

can invade then either this variant outcompetes variant r or both variants coexist.

For coexistence, mutual invasibility is required:

&Lr=„r* ,„,=<), for J?ér
> 9r\Vr=vX)Vj=0> for^r &Ild (4"24)

9r\Vi=v*v 0> for jjtz
> #lU=i;x,^=o, for ^ l4-^5)

Mutual invasibility is equivalent to the conditions:

v* < mvr^l and v* < invl^r (4-26)

where the invasion threshold is defined as:

invti-j
dv O-ji ^yCy Pvj ^ßCß Pßj /.

^^

Ißui Ißlii ^Uau ßvi 2«<V ß,
ßi

Ûjy Oifi AVCV PUj
|
AßCß Pßj

2ßvl 2ßßl 2uav ßm 2uciß ßi

i

Q'iiU'n ^i/C^Clß
Pv]

^ßCßU'v Pß

ßl

I r- ' ~
j i r" t"

" ' A7

PviPßi ^^vPßi Pvi V'Q'ßPi/i Pßi J

The challenging variant i will outcompete the resident variant r, if

9i\Vr=v*,V}=o, for jït
> 9r\Vr=v*tV)=Qt for 3^r

and (428)

9r\Vi=v*>Uj=o, for j^i
< 9t\Vi-v^V]-0t for 3^%

(4-^y)

which is equivalent to

v* < invr^l and v* > invl^r (4.30)

Equations 4.26 and 4.30 allow us to determine whether a variant can coexist

or even outcompete the resident variant. The outcome depends on the infectivities

of the challenging variant ßvl and ßßi, as well as the infectivities of the resident

variant, ßvr and ß/j,r. In Figure 4.2 we determined whether a variant can coexist or

outcompete an R5 resident variant in dependence of the coreceptor affinities ßfCR5
and /3jCXCR4 of the challenging variant.

The condition 4.26 can be written in terms of the parameters only, and enables

us to derive approximate expressions for the upper and lower bounds of the set of
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infectivities for which resident and challenging variant coexist. Lower and upper

bounds are implicitly given by

v* = %nvr^% and (4-31)
r

v? = inv1A-r (4.32)

respectively. If ^- >> #- and ^- »4e- — which is fulfilled for those pa-

rameters that are likely to characterize HIV infection (see Table 4.1) — we can

approximate Equation 4.31 and 4.32 The lower bound is given by a linear relation

between ßvl and ßßl:
ß„i = -<*ßlit + j (4.33)

where a = -Wa"^ and 7 = A,,(^^ + 1). This is equivalent to the following

relation between ^GXCR4 and /3GCR5:

ßcxcBA = ^«ccrs
+
_J_ (434)

1 + a 1 + a

The upper bound can be approximated by a hyperbolic relation between the

infectivities:

ß* = j^- (4-35)

where f = Kc"ßl,r, Ç =
^^ + ^ and 77 = Vpft»-. This is equivalent to the

following relation between /3GXGR4 and /3ZCCR5:

eACXCR4

C/?CXCR4
_

v

OCCR5
_

SP't OCXCR4 (A oc\

Pi -

/-ÛCXCR4
„

Pi V±.OV)

(The inverse relation giving ß^XCR4 as a function of /^CGR5 is less straight-forward.)

The intersections of the boundaries of the coexistence set with the axes ß^CR5 =
0 and /3jCXCR4 = 0, give rise to affinity thresholds.
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Appendix C: Affinity thresholds

The set of affinities for which a variant can coexist with an R5 resident vari¬

ant can be characterized by two CXCR4-affinity thresholds which are given by
the intersection of the lower and the upper bound of the coexistence set with the

CXCR4-affinity axis (see Figure 4.3a). From Equation 4.34 and 4.36 it follows that:

ßtakeover ~ 7 (4.38)

These CXCR4-affinity thresholds are illustrated in Figure 4.3a, and their interpre¬

tation is given in the main text. For our parameters (see Table 4.1) and a R5

resident variant given by /3^XCR4 = 0.5 x 10~4 and ß^CK5 = 5 x 10~4, the thresholds

are approximately ^xcr4 ^ 21 x ^cxcr4 and ^cxcjeu ä 82 x ß?XCR\

Analogously, we can determine a coexistence threshold for a system in which

the resident variant is of the X4 phenotype. From Equation 4.34 it follows that:

/S « I (4-39)
a

Since the upper bound of the coexistence set does not intersect with the CCR5-

affinity axis, there is no analogon to /^fcecwer- Instead of intersecting with the

CCR5-affinity axis, the upper bound of the coexistence set saturates at

& Ä
i (440)

Figure4.3billustratesß%£tand/3scaXCR4.Itisstraight-forwardtoderivethatundertreatmentwithaCCR5-inhibitorwithefficacy1—s,0<s<1,theCXCR4-affinitythresholdschangeapproximatelytoOCXCR4.oCXCR4g(l+a)(AA~[\^coexist^°Pcoexisti°•.^°V^-^1/S+a«CXCR4ofiCXCR4(442)^takeover^takeover\1AsaresultofCXCR4inhibitionwithefficacy1—s,0<s<1,theCCR5-affinitythresholdß^^fstbecomes:£CCR5S«CCR5u43)^coexist^coexistV/whereastherelativeleveloftheCXCR4-affinityatwhichtheupperboundofthecoexistencesetsaturates,ß£XCR4//CXCR4remainsapproximately
constant.



Chapter 5

Contribution of Peaks of Virus

Load to Simian Immunodeficiency
Virus Pathogenesis

Summary

The mechanisms causing AIDS and subsequently death in HIV-1 infection are not

yet fully understood. Nonetheless, correlates of accelerated progression to disease

based on immunological and virological markers have been identified. The best

correlate identified to date is the baseline virus load or the so-called viral set-point.

By focusing on a virus load measurement from a restricted time range, however,

we ignore valuable information contained in the long-term profile of the virus load.

Here, we investigate the relationship between virus load and survival with the aid

of a statistical model. The model takes into consideration the virus load at every

stage of the disease. In particular, we aim to determine the effect of peaks of virus

load on disease progression. We fit our model to unique sequential viral load data of

twelve SIVmac251-infected rhesus macaques which contain frequent measurements

throughout the entire course of the infection until the development of simian AIDS.

Our model enables us to predict the survival times of the animals more accurately
than an equivalent model which considers the viral set-point only. Furthermore, we

find that peaks of the virus load contribute less to disease progression than phases
of low virus load with an equal amount of viral turnover. Our analysis implies that

the total viral turnover is not the best correlate of survival. As a consequence, the

direct cytopathic effects of virus replication may, by themselves, have less of an

impact on disease progression than previously thought.
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5.1 Introduction

Although our insight into the molecular basis and the short-term dynamics of HIV

infection increases continuously, the cause of progression to disease and death re¬

mains poorly understood. However, immunological and virological markers for ac¬

celerated disease progression exist, such as low CD4+ T cell count (Phillips et al.

1991), low T cell responsiveness (Schellekens et al. 1990), chronic immune activa¬

tion (Lifson et al. 1992), or the emergence of syncytium-inducing variants (Cheng-

Mayer et al. 1988; Tersmette et al. 1989b). Currently, the one of the best markers

of fast disease progression is a high viral set-point, defined as the baseline virus laod

shortly after acute infection (Mellors et al. 1996). The practical value of the viral

set-point for prognosis is difficult to surpass since it requires only a single viral load

measurement early in the infection. Nevertheless, the viral load during any stage

of infection may contain important information regarding the interaction between

the virus and its host, and thus may offer insight into pathogenesis.

With the aid of a statistical model which takes into account the viral load

during the entire course of the infection, we analyze here the relation between viral

load and pathogenesis. In particular, we study how much short phases with high

viral load harm the host relative to long phases with low viral load. The statistical

model is applied to a comprehensive data set which contains frequent measurement

of the viral load in SIVmac251-infected rhesus macaques throughout the entire

primary infection and chronic phase until the development of simian AIDS. The

advantages of an animal model for our purposes are the possibility to control for

the virus isolate and the timing, amount and route of virus inoculation, and the

ability to monitor the hosts frequently. The results of our analysis are compared

with the standard correlation between viral set-point and survival.

5.2 Data

Twelve rhesus macaques were inoculated with 1ml of propagated SIVmac251. This

dose corresponded to approximately 10 50% animal infectious doses. Six of the ani¬

mals were immunized three times prior to infection with diphteria-pertussis-tetanus

(DPT) vaccine without significant effect on disease progression. The observed sur¬

vival times ranged from 81 to 630 days. Plasma SIV RNA was measured every

second day from day 4 to day 21 post infection and weekly thereafter. This data

set was published before (Staprans et al. 1999). For a detailed description of the

virus stocks, animals, infection, specimen collection and plasma SIV RNA assays

we refer to this study.
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six animals were immunized with DPT prior to infection without significant effect
on disease progression.
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Figure 5.2: Interpretation of Model 5.1 for p — 0, p = 1 and p = oo. For each case

we show two hypothetical virus load progressions and the resulting times of death.

5.3 Statistical model

The total viral turnover, T, over the entire course of infection is proportional to the

area under the virus load curve which is given by the integral of the viral load, v,

from the time of infection to death, divided by the duration of a complete replication

cycle of the virus, rr:
-i -ideath

T = — / v(t)dt
Tr JO

To determine how much peaks of the virus load contribute to the progression to

death, we expand the above expression for the total viral turnover to the following
model which relates the virus load of the jth host, v3, to the time of its death, tJieath:

Vj{t)pdt T (5.1)

This model assumes that there is a tolerance threshold, T, which is universal in the

sense that it measures the tolerance of all host individuals, disregarding between-

host variation of tolerance with respect to SIV infection. The left hand side contains

the integral over the viral load weighted with a factor which depends on the level

of virus load, v, itself, as can be seen after re-writing the left-hand side of Equation
5.1:

-i-death fdeath

/J Vj(t)pdt =
'

Vj{t)x (vjlty-^dt

The parameter p determines the relative importance of peaks. For p > 1 high peaks
contribute over-proportionally, whereas for p < 1 high peaks contribute under-

proportionately. To illustrate the interpretation of the parameter p, we visualize

the two extreme relations between the time of death and the virus load progressiongivenbyModel5.1withp=0andp=oo,andtheintermediatealternativewithp=1inFigure5.2.Forp=1themodelstatesthatthehostdiesafteracertainnumberofviralparticleshavebeenproduced,i.e.inthiscaseitcorrespondstothe
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view that the total viral turnover determines disease progression. A very large value

of p describes a scenario in which a high peak of virus load would instantaneously

kill the host, which is assumed for example in (Antia et al. 1994). A value of p

smaller than 1 describes a scenario in which the continuous viral burden harms the

animal disproportionately more than a short and high peak.

5.4 How important are peaks?

We fitted the statistical Model 5.1 simultaneously to all twelve animals, to obtain

the best estimate for p. The fitting procedure formally amounts to a multiple

regression of tdeath on the virus load measurements, v(t), according to the implicite

relation given in 5.1. It is schematically given in Figure 5.3 and described in detail

in Appendix A. The value of p which leads to the most accurate prediction of the

time of death of the animals is pbest = 0.23. For this value Model 5.1 explains 44%

of the variation in survival times of the animals. Bootstrapping (Efron 1979; Efron

& Tishbirani 1993) allows to estimate the 95% confidence interval as [0.19,0.51].

(For the best fit, Tp can be determined as 10 x 103 (copies/ml)pdays, with a 95%

confidence interval 0.59 — 53 x 103(copies/ml)pdays. ) Further analysis (not shown

here) suggests that there is no significant difference in the estimates of the parameter

p for animals with an early peak compared with animals with a late peak in virus

load. This indicates that the timing of peaks is not a factor which significantly
influences disease progression. However, low sample numbers limit the statistical

power of this argument.

The fact that pi,est is significantly lower than 1 (P « 0.01 by bootstrapping),

implies that a short period of high virus load contributes much less to disease

progression than a long phase of low virus load with
anequalamountofviralturnover.Thissuggeststhatitisnotthetotalamountofviralturnoverortheactuallevelofvirusloadbutratherthecontinuouspresenceofviruswhichcausesharminthehosts.Thisresultshouldnotbemisinterpreted:itdoesnotimplythatpeaksdonotcontributetodiseaseprogressionatall,butitstatesthatthecontributionofpeaksislessthanwhattheamountofviralturnoverduringthepeakphasesuggests.Continuouslyhighvirusloadwillstillleadtoincreasedmortality.Themainresultofthisanalysisisthatthetotalviralturnoveristhenotbestcorrelateofsurvival.Figure5.5illustratesthisresultbycomparingtheviralloadinanimal21289withtheviralloadscaledbytheexponentp,whichiseffectively"felt"bythehost.5.5Comparisonwithset-pointhypothesisTocomparethepredictionsofModel5.1withthepredictionwewouldobtainbyconsideringtheviralset-pointonly,wehaveformulatedamodelwhichisformallyequivalenttoModel5.1:(vf*)'xtfath=T(5.2)
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Figure 5.3: The fitting procedure of Model 5.1
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Figure 5.4: Fraction of the explained variation in survival times as a function of

p. The best fit is determined as the value for the parameter p which maximizes the

fraction of explained variation.

Here, v°etpt denotes the viral set-point of the jth animal and is calculated as

the average of the plasma SIV RNA between day 36 and 99. The parameters

a and T correspond to the parameters p and T in Model 5.1, respectively. We

have used the same fitting procedure as for Model 5.1 which here amounts to

a non-linear regression of t^eath on the viral set-point, i>*etpt, according to Model

5.2. The best fit is given for a = 0.18. Bootstrapping allowed to estimate a

95% confidence interval [—0.41,0.31], i. e. the regression is not significant. T

can be determined as 4.1 x 103(copies/ml)adays, with a 95% confidence interval

(0.27 - 27 x 103(copies/ml)adays). Model 5.1 explains 44% of the variation of the

survival times, whereas the analogous Model 5.2 which relates the viral set-point
and the survival times, explains only 15% (see Appendix B). An F-test yields that

this is a non-significant fraction of explained variation, in agreement with the result

obtained by bootstrapping.

Note that Cox proportional hazard models which are commonly used for the

analysis of the correlation between the viral set-point and survival probability, have

higher statistical power than Model 5.2. Thus, it is not surprising that, using a Cox

proportional hazard model, Staprans et al. found a significant correlation between

viral set-point and survival probability based on the same data (Staprans et al.

1999). However, the downside of a Cox proportional hazard analysis is that is
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does not allow to quantify the fraction of explained variation which is necessary

to determine the goodness of fit. We chose Model 5.2 to be able to compare the

goodness of fit of Model 5.1 to the goodness of an analogous model which uses the

viral set-point only.

5.6 Discussion

In this study, we propose a statistical model for the relation between plasma virus

load and survival of infected hosts. The model takes into account the level of

plasma virus load throughout the entire course of infection including the primary

peak virus load, and does not restrict itself to the viral set-point only. In particular,
the model enables us to quantify how much peaks in the virus load contribute to

the progression towards death.

Fitting our model to virus load data of twelve SIV infected rhesus macaques, we

obtain better predictions of the survival times of the animals than can be achieved

by considering the set-point only. Our model explains 44% of the observed variation

in survival times whereas an analogous model which regresses the survival times on

the set-point explains only 15% of the variation. This finding suggests that the virus

load measurements at every time point during infection contains valuable informa¬

tion about the pathogenesis. Furthermore, the fitted parameter p gives insight into

the importance of peaks in the virus load for the progression towards death. The

best fit was obtained for pbest = 0.23, and is significantly lower than 1. This sug¬

gests that peaks in the virus load contribute less to the progression towards death

than relatively long phases of low virus load with the same overall virus turnover

as during the peak. Moreover, the timing of peaks does not appear to correlate

with disease progression. Thus, the total viral turnover does not fully account for

viral pathogenesis — a conclusion which cannot be drawn from approaches which

consider the set-point only. We emphasize that we do not question the practical
value of the viral set-point for prognosis. Clearly, our approach is of limited value

for prognosis since it is based on frequent measurements of the virus load through¬
out the entire course of infection. The aim of our study is rather to enhance the

understanding of how the virus load contributes to the pathogenesis of HIV/SIV
infection.

Our finding that peaks contribute underproportionally to disease progression

suggests that it is neither simply a certain level of virus load nor a certain amount

of total virus turnover which causes death of the animals. It is rather the contin¬

uous presence of the virus in the host which leads to disease. At first sight, this

finding seems to imply that pathogenesis in SIV infection cannot be the direct re¬

sult of depletion of infected CD4+ T cells, be it due to viral cytopathicity or due

to immune-mediated clearance of infected cells. Thus, our finding appears to be

in conflict with models of
pathogenesis,suchasthe"tapanddrainmodel"(Hoetal.1995)orthe"immunopathologicalhypothesis"(Zinkernagel&Hengartner1994),sinceanarrowinterpretationofthesemodelsofpathogenesispredictsadi¬rectproportionalitybetweenviralturnoverandsurvivaltimeofthehost,whichweandothers(Arnaoutetal.1999)donotfind.However,theseconclusionsrest

on
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several critical assumptions. Firstly, we assume that the viral load measurements

in the blood adequately reflect the total viral burden of the host. Secondly, we

assume that the number of infected CD4+ T cells is proportional to the viral load

measured, which allows us to relate the viral turnover to the amount of CD4+ cell

depletion in the host. Finally, we assume that lymphocyte regenerative capacity of a

host individual is limited, because only then we expect a correlation between CD4+

cell depletion and total turnover. The finding that the time of death is not deter¬

mined by the total viral turnover suggests more "indirect causes" of pathogenesis.

These "indirect causes" could include apoptosis of uninfected CD4+ and CD8+ T

cells as a reflection of the chronic state of immune activation, or suppression of the

immune regenerative capacity associated with compromised bone marrow, thymic

and peripheral lymphocyte production (Haase 1999; Hellerstein & McCune 1997).
All of these phenomena will contribute either to increased rates of CD4+ T cell

destruction or decreased rates of CD4+ T cell production, which are less directly

dependent on the total viral turnover.

Our result that levels of virus eplication alone cannot account for progression
of SIV disease are compatible with studies of HIV-infected individuals by Liu et al.

and Giorgi et al. (Giorgi et al. 1999; Liu et al. 1998). Their interesting studies

found that the level of CD8+ T cell activation present in HIV-infected individuals

is as strong a predictor of the risk of disease progression as virus load, and in the

later stages of HIV-disease, proved to be the strongest predictor of progression.

Consistent with these observations, it has been reported that levels of apoptosis

seen in uninfected lymphocytes obtained from HIV-infected patients are associated

with levels of generalized immune activation than with extant levels of virus load

(Muro-Cacho et al. 1995). It is likely that levels of immune activation and apoptosis

contribute, in addition to the direct consequences of virus-induced killing of infected

cells, to the overall accelerated destruction and compromised production of CD4+

T cells following HIV infection. Collectively, these variables are, to varying degrees,

independently responsible for disease progression. In addition to their independent

contributions to disease progression rates, complex, and as yet incompletely defined,

associations may exist between levels of virus replication and immune activation.

The results presented here support suggestions obtained in recent studies of

non-pathogenic SIV infections of sooty mangabey monkeys, which represent both,

the natural hosts for SIV infection and the original source of all SIV isolates used in

studies of AIDS pathogenesis in rhesus macaques (Hahn et al. 2000). Interestingly,

we have found that naturally infected sooty mangabey monkeys maintain high levels

of chronic virus load and rates of infected cell turnoverthatareashighasinrhesusmacaqueswhichprogresstoAIDSrapidly(Grantetal.2001).Incontrasttorhesusmacaques,however,sootymangabeymonkeysmaintainnearnormalCD4+Tcelllevelsandsuffernopathologicconsequences.IndetailedstudiesofSIV-infectedsootymangabeymonkeys,wehaveobservedlimitedorabsentcellularanti-SIVimmuneresponses,andfoundnoevidenceofcompromisedlymphocyteregenera¬tivecapacityandnoincreaseinlevelsofindirectlymphocytedepletionthroughacceleratedapoptosisofuninfectedcells(Silvestrietal.2001).Consistentwiththeanalysesreportedhere,thesedataindicatethatdirectvirus-inducedkillingofinfectedCD4+Tcellsalonecannotaccountforthenumericalandfunctionaldeple-
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tion of CD4+ T cells leading to AIDS. Rather, AIDS progression reflects a complex

balance between the direct impact of the virus and the nature of the host response

to the infection.

The central results of the present study are that time to death is not determined

by viral turnover, and that viral peaks contribute less to disease progression than

longer phases of lower virus load with equal overall virus turnover. The implications

of these findings for pathogenesis may suggest death in HIV-infection is not caused

by pathogenicity of the virus, but is due to the continuous cost which HIV-infected

individuals pay over the years to actively, but ultimately ineffectively, fight a virus

infection that their immune systems cannot clear.
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Appendix A: The Fitting Procedure

The fitting procedure is conceptually very similar to a regression. For a

fixed p we calculate the left hand side of Equation 5.1 for the twelve animals,
/ {death \

~

[lo3 vj{t)pdt) = Tr Here, td]eath denotes the time when the jth animal died,

and Vj(t) is the virus load of the jth animal measured at time t. Then we calculate

the average of the left hand sides, T,. This yields the universal tolerance threshold,

T: T = Tj. From T we calculate the expected time of death for the jth animal

according to the following algorithm:

(i) if T < T3 we integrate v3{t)p until the integral has the value Tp. The time

point at which the integral attains this value is the expected time of death

(according to Model 5.1) of the jth animal, t^Jp: (fjxv Vj(t)pdt\
P

=7*. T <

T3 implies that t^J < t\ieath. Thus, the present case contains the animals that

die later than expected.

(ii) if T > T3 we extrapolate the virus load progression of the jth animal assuming

that the virus load remains unchanged after the last measurement v3(tdeath).
Then we integrate Vj(t)p until the integral has the value Tp'. As above this

l.

leiD / » \ rt 7 j \

yields the expected time of death of the jth animal, t[3Jp: ( J0exp Vj(t)pdt

T In the present case, we always have t[3Jp > t^eath, i. e. this case contains

the animals which die earlier than expected.

We repeat
thiscalculationfordifferentvaluesforpbetween0and10.Thebestfitisdeterminedbythevalueforpwhichminimizesthesumofsquares:Y}jL\{tfeath~4ip)2-Ourresults,however,arerobustwithrespecttochangesoftheexpressionwhichistobeminimized.Forourdataset,wedeterminedpbest—0.23.Thesumofsquaresasafunctionofpdisplaysaclearminimumandiswell-behaved(seeFigure5.4),whichgivesusconfidenceinourapproach.ThefittingprocedureforModel5.1isdiagrammaticallysummarizedinFigure5.3.
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Appendix B: Goodness of Fit

As in a common regression, we can estimate the goodness of fit by looking at

the coefficient of determination, R2. R2 is defined as the ratio of the explained sum

of squares divided by the total sum of squares of the variable regressed. In the case

of a regression according to Model 5.1 the coefficient of determination is given by:

R2 = l^j=\V'exp Îdeath)

z2]=lV:death ~ ^death)'

Our fit gives R2 = 0.44, which means that Model 5.1 explains 44% of the variation

in the times of death. This proportion of explained sum of squares is significant

(PjO.025), as can be seen by an F-test:

Fs
explained SS/df

unexplained SS/df

Y.3= l\texp — tdeath) IU2

= 7.75 > 6.94 = Fa=Q 025(^1 = 1, ^2 = 10)

A regression according to Model 5.2, on the other hand, explains only 15% of

the variance in the times to death (R2 = 0.15, Fs — 1.76, P > 0.1), which is not

significant.
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